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Executive Summary 

 

Based on the present state of the art in control and wireless communication, an architecture for a wireless 
control system is proposed. In this scheme, wireless communication is allowed from sensor to controller and 
optionally from the controller to the actuator. 

For the solution we are adopting a cross layer approach, based on the SOCRADES Framework, where 
information gained in the control application layer can be utilised by the communication layer and vice 
versa.  

This approach will help in addressing the unreliability of the wireless link such that time delays over the 
wireless link can be controlled to a level where the control application still can deliver a system performance 
that meets the application requirements. 

Control over a wireless link is considered for two industrial use cases. First, from the control point of view, a 
slow flotation process in ore concentration, secondly a fast hot rolling mill process.  
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1 Introduction 

It is fairly common for a control system to be distributed, i.e. when sensor, controller, and actuator are 
located at different nodes. Communication between the nodes can be performed using wires (either 
dedicated, with highest reliability and constant communication delay, or shared, with a limited number of 
communicating nodes that use a networking protocol guaranteeing reliable communication with a bounded 
time delay), or using wireless technology. Wireless communication, though, is characterized by inherent 
unreliability: since the communication channel (radio frequency band) is not a shielded medium external 
EMI can never be ruled out, leading to bit errors and packet losses. The challenge for the control application 
using wireless communication is to be able to adapt to varied communication delays and handle occasional 
loss of connection (e.g., by introducing more intelligence at the actuator node to enable it to function 
properly even in the eventuality of an absence of a control signal), but a new approach is also required to 
improve the reliability of wireless communication as viewed by the control application. 

Two approaches to wireless communication and its role in the overall control system are possible. The first 
approach views the “network layer” as essentially a black box, totally separated from the control application 
and providing a reliable communication using error-correction and re-transmissions as necessary. This 
approach, however, can only take us this far because no hard real-time guarantees can be given. The second 
approach is to use cross-layer design, when the communication system and the control application are 
designed in cooperation.  

Cross-layer design requires not only development of methods for network-aware control, but also the ability 
to design and verify a system, including communication protocols and scheduling at the nodes, as 
conforming to pre-set real-time requirements. To achieve this, the following tasks should be accomplished: 

• development of network-aware control methods, capable of operating in an environment of varied 
communication delays and handling occasional loss of communication (as detected by a timeout);  

• introducing a supervisory control capable of taking supervisory control decisions (setting the level of 
control performance, handling fault situations, etc.); 

• development of a protocol for real-time communication over a wireless network with support for 
channel modification and QoS  mechanisms; 

• development of techniques for measuring radio interference and congestion, as well as measuring a  
system’s robustness in respect to interference; 

• development of a design framework and verification tools (for example, for simulation and formal 
verification of individual nodes and the whole system) facilitating cross-layer design; 

• development of software engineering techniques for embedded real-time systems (to be used in 
programming the nodes). 
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2 Problem description 

Wireless communication technology is gaining momentum in industrial process automation. The goal of this 
project is to achieve fault-tolerant and robust control performance in aggressive radio environments, 
something that can only be implemented today using wired communication. Developed wireless 
technologies should also address high performance control applications that cannot be addressed today. 

It is easy to make a business case for wireless communication between nodes of a distributed control system 
(installation and maintenance complexity and costs are probably most prominent). However, additional 
problems arise that offset the advantages and have contributed to the fact that wireless technologies are not 
widely used in industrial automation today, especially in the areas where a control system must be able to 
respond to changes in the physical system in real time. 

The main problem that is introduced by wireless communication is its inherent susceptibility to interference 
which is manifested in varied communication delay or in loss of communication. A typical control system 
can easily handle a constant communication delay or even a bounded communication delay, but a varied 
communication delay with a possibility of an occasional loss of communication present a real challenge that 
should be addressed by both adapting the control algorithm and improving the performance of wireless 
links. 

2.1 Wireless channels and networks 

To understand how an improvement of a wireless link can be achieved let us consider how wireless 
communication differs from traditional wired communication. 

Firstly, since wireless communication stands out as being “broadcasting”, i.e. shared by a number of links 
within a cluster, the media (frequency band) can be seen as shared. Secondly, radio communication in itself 
imposes a larger risk of bit errors due to interference, fading, and channel related effects. Thirdly, in cases 
where wireless links connect the sensor, the controller and the actuator nodes, it is instrumental to consider 
the system as being distributed. Local intelligence at the nodes will have to cope with varying radio 
conditions and act accordingly. This is especially critical for actuator nodes, as outages (missing set-points 
for actuation) will directly impact the control behaviour. 

The following communication scheme can be said to present the most general case of wireless 
communication in a control system: 
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Figure 1. Sources of delay (and jitter) in the system 

In the following analysis we assume periodic data acquisition that drives a control system. Other models 
may of course be investigated, but the periodic model serves as a reference design to which other methods 
can be compared. The following sources of varied delay (jitter) can be identified: 

• jitter of data acquisition and variation of processing time at the sensor node (this is a scheduling issue at 
the sensor node, and the jitter can be bound by using proper and verifiable scheduling); 

• waiting in the sensor’s send buffer for media access (this is a scheduling issue of the shared media and 
should be addressed by devising an appropriate communication protocol); 

• variation in packet transfer time from the sensor to the controller (this is a property of the protocol, 
packet length, and the physical layer); 

• delay at the controller node before an incoming packet can be processed and time required to compute 
the control signal (this time can be bound if an appropriate scheduling at the controller node is used); 

• waiting in the controller’s send buffer for media access (this is a scheduling issue of the shared media);  
• variation in packet transfer time from the controller to the actuator (this is a property of the protocol, 

packet length, and the physical layer); 
• and finally, jitter for setting data at the actuator (this is a scheduling issue at the actuator node). 

Some sources of jitter are under control of scheduling. Other sources are linked to wireless communication 
itself. Note that actual channel characteristics such as bit length and bit coding are under user control. Hence 
the time for packet transmission is known, and given a suitable MAC (media Access control) protocol, both 
medium access time and jitter can be bound. Errors of the channel manifest themselves as either failing 
arbitration (error during medium access) or failing data (payload). In a cross layer approach, decisions on 
handling such failures can be made application-dependent, in order to optimize system performance. 

This approach raises a number of related questions in the fields of modelling and verification of distributed 
real-time embedded systems, software and computer engineering, and computer communication. 

By undertaking a cross-layer approach to the system design as a whole, these diverse disciplines can and 
should be brought closer together, which in turn paves the way for new types of solutions. For example, 
instead of estimating the timing behaviour of a communication channel (by mere black box observations, at 
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best underpinned by some statistical models), we can not only predict the timing behavior but even take 
control over it to optimize the overall performance and robustness of the control system. 

2.2 Implications/consequences for control performance 

Traditional control design is based on ideal assumptions concerning the amount, type and accuracy of the data flow that 

can be circulated across the control system. Inherent limitations of control performance are considered with respect to 

bounds on controller resources, such as actuator authority and sensor dynamics. Unfortunately, real implementations 

often invalidate assumptions on ideal transmission and networking, and as a result, the system’s closed-loop 

performance can be severely affected. 
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3 State-of-the-art 

This section offers an overview of wireless communication technologies with focus on providing the quality 
of service for wireless control, an overview of networked control, and an overview of today’s industrial 
solutions for wireless control. 

3.1 Quality of Service for wireless communication 

In the context of real-time communication for networked control, Quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms 
should guarantee a certain level of performance in accordance with requirements from the control 
application. A network protocol that supports QoS (provides service guarantees) agrees on a traffic contract 
with the control application software and may, for example, reserve capacity in the network nodes during a 
session establishment phase. During the session it may monitor the achieved level of performance (e.g. 
delay, jitter, or throughput) and dynamically control some channel characteristics and scheduling priorities 
in the network nodes. It may release the reserved capacity during a tear down phase. 

In this section we will discuss QoS parameters of a wireless communication channel, possible reasons for 
failure, and known techniques used to maintain QoS through channel estimation and control. The section is 
concluded by a comparison of major radio standards and technologies with respect to what they offer in the 
form of channel estimation and control.  

3.1.1 Sources of errors in wireless communication 

This section describes QoS parameters that are typically used to estimate channel quality and considers 
sources of communication errors. Techniques that are used to maintain QoS are described in the next section. 

3.1.1.1 Radio channel & communication channel 

In its pure form, a radio channel is characterized by its fading and interference properties over time. However, 
the notion of a communication channel may be taken to include, apart from the radio channel proper, parts of 
network protocols involved, thus spanning medium access, low-level resend techniques, network layer, and 
even transport protocols such as UDP and TCP/IP. In this section we focus on the lower protocol layers, 
where as the higher layers above are covered to some extent in Section 3.2, where networked control 
performance over wireless link(s) is further explored. 

In the literature, a communication channel is typically characterized by the four key parameters: 

• delay, 
• jitter (variance in delay), 
• bit error rate (and packet losses due to unrecoverable bit errors), and 
• (resulting) available bandwidth. 

These parameters can be useful for controlling (tuning) the channel, e.g. adjusting the signal’s transmission 
power, adapting/selecting modulation technique and error correcting code, and selecting a frequency band 
and/or a frequency hopping scheme. This information can also be used for tuning the protocols 
(admission/resend techniques), back-off strategies, etc. Finally, the parameters can be of direct use to the 
control application, e.g. by selecting, adapting, and tuning control strategies and communication schemes. 

A number of estimation techniques have been applied to estimating channel properties. For example, in [3] 
methods of channel delay estimation are presented. In [4], Schenato presents two time-invariant estimator 
architectures and proposes algorithms to compute critical packet loss probability and estimators’ 
performance in terms of their error covariance. As presented in [5], remaining (free) bandwidth can be 
straightforwardly estimated by observing the idle ratio for each period of time.  

We will distinguish between radio channel errors (when a packet is transmitted but due to channel fading or 
interference cannot be successfully decoded by the receiver) and communication channel errors (when packet 
never arrives at the destination due to congestion or a failure of an intermediate node in a multi-hop 
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network). Radio channel errors are typically detected using CRC (Cyclic Redundancy error Check, a 
checksum), communication channel errors are more difficult to detect.  

3.1.1.2 Radio channel errors due to fading and inte rference 

Wireless communication, due to its use of shared unshielded medium, is inherently susceptible to channel 
fading and interference, which may lead to a communication failure. 

1. Channel fading (within a normal range of operation) occurs due to a multi-path reception of the 
transmitted signal, and is location-dependent. An overview of multi-path reception is found in [12]. 

2. Channel interference, on the other hand, is due to emission by external sources (such as unshielded electrical 

equipment), seen as noise in the frequency band(s) of the receiver.  

For the radio channel it is clear that the time difference, jitter, between a direct radio path and a reflected 
radio path can be regarded as negligible from the stated problem point of view. Thus the source for 
transmission time jitter is retransmissions over the wireless link. These retransmissions are caused by 
disturbance of the received radio signal making correct decoding impossible leading to a requirement for a 
retransmission. Thus it is of interest to discuss radio channel interference and congestion. 

Radio interference or radio congestion is the main reasons of retransmissions. Since the project targets radio 
communication in the free ISM bands the discussion is limited to 868MHz and 2.5GHz ISM-bands. A 
number of studies of spectrum occupancy measurements in the ISM band have already been reported in the 
literature (see [25], [26], [27], [28], and [29]).   

Emitting radio sources are restricted by EMC regulations like the European EMC directive (directive 
89/336/EEC [16], [17]. Channel interference also covers the cases when multiple radios with different 
modulation techniques co-exist in the same frequency band (e.g., Bluetooth, WLAN, and ZigBee). The IEEE 
802.15.3 task group was established in order to facilitate co-existence between wireless radio standards 
(WPAN/WLAN) [13].  

Despite regulations and standards there is also the possibility of someone deliberately generating disturbing 
signals with the intention to interfere with equipment or radio communication. This is known as IEMI, 
Intentional Electro Magnetic Interference [18].  

In the literature we do find some work on interference between BT and WLAN radio and between a 
microwave oven and BT/WLAN communication. Examples of such work are [22], [23], [24]. These works 
discusses interference in terms of reduced bandwidth or transmission rates. We also find some more 
controlled work where well-defined disturbances are used (see [32]). It has been shown that latencies over 
Bluetooth are clearly less then 10 ms for bandwidth load up to half of what Bluetooth offers. For higher loads 
the latency very rapidly becomes much larger. It has also been shown that Bluetooth spends up to 2 ms on 
detecting a bad frequency. 

Technology comparisons of BT and ZigBee interference susceptibility are found in [21]. Unfortunately, no 
real comparisons of transmission delays between the two technologies have been carried out. 

Some early work on the fading characteristics of ZigBee radio (IEEE 802.15.4) measured in a factory floor 
environment is presented in [14]. Another characterization of the 2.4 GHz frequency band is found in [15].  

Work on IEMI in wireless sensor network nodes using Bluetooth has been made by Delsing [20]. Here only 
total malfunction and corrupted data was investigated. No work is found where retransmission or 
bandwidth measurements have been made. 

Generally, in wireless system engineering, the effects of interference on system operation are assessed in 
terms of outage probability, which lends itself well as a statistical measure of radio link performance. In 
simple terms, outage probability can be defined as the probability that the desired signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) falls below an appropriate threshold that is determined based on system design 
requirements. Mathematical tools for outage analysis have received a lot of attention since the deployment of 
commercial cellular phone networks (see, for example, [30] and [31]).  
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3.1.1.3 Communication channel errors due to congest ion and node failure 

Congestion. Congestion in wireless networks has been shown to lead to a significant decrease in throughput 
(see [33]), which in turn leads to increased per-packet energy cost (see [34]). Multi-path routing can be used 
to decrease congestion through load balancing, although this also means increased overhead. 

Another approach is to use topology control in order to produce a subgraph of the network with lower 
interference between the available links. Burkhart et al. [35] have shown that it is necessary to consider 
interference specifically in order to reduce it, rather than attempting to reduce it indirectly by using shorter 
and/or fewer links. 

Intermediate node failure. Intermediate node failure is an issue in wired as well as wireless networks. In 
both cases, the solution lies in having backup paths that can be utilized when a failure occurs. In wireless 
networks especially node disjoint paths are preferred over paths that are merely link disjoint, since nodes as 
well as links can fail in a wireless scenario (see [36]). 

3.1.2 Guaranteeing QoS 

This section deals with the problem of maintaining QoS for wireless communication for real-time 
applications. This involves the radio channel as well as the network protocol, and even the control 
application. 

3.1.2.1 Radio channel estimation and modification 

As mentioned earlier, a radio channel in its pure form is characterized by its fading and interference 
properties over time. The radio channel can be observed by assessing parameters at the physical layer. A 
typical example is the IEEE 802.15.4: 

• Clear channel assessment (CCA). In the case of IEEE 802.15.4 three methods of channel assessment are 
used: energy above threshold, carrier sense only, or carrier sense with energy above threshold combined. 
CCA is used to avoid collisions of the shared media in a CSMA/CA fashion. 

• Energy detection (ED). ED is a measure of the received energy of a given frequency band (channel). In 
IEEE 802.15.4, ED is used by network layer for channel selection.  

• Link Quality Indication (LQI). In 802.15.4, LQI is derived from ED and/or SNR estimates for each 
received packet at the physical layer. However, the standard does not stat how LQI is to be used by 
higher layers. 

At this level the source of jitter in packet delivery is solely due to collision avoidance. However, there can be 
made no guarantees of correctness of a delivered package. In the worst case, the package is not delivered at 
all.  

Parameters that can be controlled at the physical layer are typically: 

• transmission power; 
• modulation technique; 
• frequency selection, and/or frequency hopping scheme. 

Transmission power. Increasing transmission power has a direct impact on the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
received signal (which is beneficial to the bit error rate of the channel). However, increasing transmission 
power compounds the risk of interfering other channels, hence strict rules regulate the transmission power 
in the ISM bands, an overview of which is given in [37]. Note that in the 2.4 Ghz ISM band, allowed 
transmission power varies with transmission technique. The permitted peak transmit power measured at the 
antenna input of a frequency hopping system with at least 75 hopping frequencies is +30 dBm. For systems 
with less than 75 but at least 15 hopping frequencies, a peak transmit power of +21 dBm is allowed. In [38], 
the authors investigate the impact of power control to overall network capacity and suggest considerations 
that should be taken into account when designing forward error correction, power control, link adaptation, 
and carrier sensing schemes for ad-hoc networks such as Bluetooth.  
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Modulation. Radio transmission involves modulation of the data onto the frequency band (spectrum). The 
modulation (keying) has impact on link capacity as well as susceptibility to interference. Hence being able to 
adapt modulation technique to channel characteristics can improve overall performance. For example, the 
new Bluetooth (v2.0) Enhanced Data Rate (EDR) achieves higher data throughput by using Phase Shift 
Keying (PSK) modulation, instead of Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) modulation. In [39] the 
number of transmitted bits per symbol is adjusted as a function of channel state. Performance results show 
that an adaptive scheme outperforms fixed-rate modulation. In [40], examples of adaptive signaling schemes 
that employ non-uniform PSK constellations are presented. The WiMax standard applies adaptive 
modulation to choose the highest order modulation depending on channel state while maintaining a certain 
bit error ratio (BER) [41]. 

Frequency adaptation. Frequency selection/adaptation can be either static, performed in a network 
establishment phase, or dynamic based on the (estimated) state of the channel. ZigBee networks apply static 
frequency assignment, choosing a “good” frequency for communication. The selection process is by ZigBee 
1.0 standard left to the implementer. See, for example, [42] for suggestions on frequency selection to avoid 
WiFi interference. A prominent example of dynamic frequency adaptation is Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1). A 
Bluetooth network consists of a collection of subnets, piconets, where each piconet is identified by a unique 
frequency hopping schedule. Adaptive Frequency Hopping (AFH) [45], which is a non-collaborative 
technology, has been introduced by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group. Some suggested scheduling 
algorithms designed to avoid channel interference can be found in [43] and [44]. By identifying the channels 
that experience interference and removing them from the channel hopping sequence, the bit error rate of the 
channel can be improved. Bluetooth specification does not specify how the channels experiencing 
interference are to be identified. ZigBee does not define frequency hopping, but existing transceivers support 
fast frequency changing. (Based on the IEEE 802.15.1, WISA standard applies non-dynamic frequency 
hopping, see section 3.3.2.1.) 

3.1.2.2 Scheduling of a wireless channel 

The two most common methods for scheduling wireless channels are ALOHA-like protocols and TDMA-
based networks. 

Pure ALOHA is very inefficient, but improvements such as non-persistent CSMA (Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access) are common in practice. For instance, ZigBee in non-beacon mode uses CSMA/CD for 
communication. CSMA exists in a multitude of variants (see [6] and [7]). A common focus for CSMA 
networks is average throughput and delay, which means that they are in general not suitable for hard real-
time communication. 

TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) ([8]) divides the channel into time-slots, allowing each node the use 
of a fixed number of slots. The schedule specifying the distribution of the time-slots can either be pre-
computed or (more commonly in wireless networks) allocated at run-time via an admission control. Both 
GSM and Bluetooth use variants of TDMA. The main benefit of TDMA is predictability, each node can 
determine in advance when it needs to send or listen.  

Other scheduling methods, such as FDMA (Frequency-Division Multiple Access), exist but are less 
widespread. Recent work on WiDom ([9]), in effect transplanting the collision-avoiding techniques of CAN 
([10]) into the wireless domain, shows great promises as a basis for a wireless real-time network since 
existing analysis methods ([11]) can be used. 

3.1.2.3 Error Correcting Codes 

The main idea behind using ECCs is to introduce redundancy in the transmitted data so that transmission 
errors can be detected and corrected. Some of ECC systems are adaptive, i.e. capable of both increasing and 
decreasing the rate of redundancy as the error rate changes. ECCs are often complemented by various ARQ 
(automatic repeat request) schemes to handle the cases when the amount of data lost makes decoding 
impossible. The trade-off of using ECC is that we decrease the need for retransmissions for the cost of 
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decreasing the bandwidth available to the principal application. This approach is primarily beneficial when 
re-sending cannot be tolerated or incurs a prohibitive overhead.  

ECCs can be roughly divided into two groups - those used to compensate for an occasional loss of a packet, 
and those used to compensate for a bit error. The first type of ECCs generally use the technique known as 
interleaving, when data from each segment is duplicated and spread among several packets. As a result, 
each packet contains, apart from its own payload, encoded parts of the payload from two or more 
neighbouring packets, and if a single packet is lost its data can be calculated without re-transmissions. 
However, this type of ECCs is not likely to benefit a wireless control application since the messages 
exchanged by the controller, sensor, and actuator are usually short and it is not possible to wait for the next 
transmission to recalculate the lost packet. The second type of ECCs, intended to correct single- and 
multiple-bit errors within a single packet, can be put to the advantage of a wireless control application.  

Bluetooth offers several levels of protection from transmission errors. The packet header uses Forward Error 
Correcting coding and a Header Error Check to detect errors remaining after correction. Certain packet types 
include FEC for the payload. Based on the Bluetooth v2.0 Ling-Jyh Chen, Tony Sun, and Yung-Chih Chen 
([46]) proposed a way to Improve Bluetooth EDR Data Throughput Using FEC and Interleaving, alleviating 
the impact of burst errors. Furthermore, some packet types include a Cyclic Redundancy error Check. 

3.1.2.4 Recovery from failure at the network and pr otocol layers 

In a wireless system, failures of communication are unavoidable, and a strategy is needed for dealing with 
them. Perhaps the most common way to deal with failures is through retransmission. Such functionality is 
implemented at multiple layers of the communication hierarchy. The physical layer can support 
retransmissions of packets on unrecoverable radio transmission errors, while at the higher layers packets can 
be resent due to congestion (congestion causes buffers to overflow and packets to be discarded). Common to 
resend mechanism is some form of handshaking, e.g. by requesting sent packets to be acknowledged on 
reception by the receiver.  

Unfortunately, retransmissions have grave effects on real-time performance of a system, and usually 
dominate the PHY layer as source of jitter for packet delivery. Assessing delay as a parameter can be done, 
for example, by measuring round-trip times of package delivery or utilizing time-stamped packages if a 
common notion of time can be established. Jitter can be computed as the variance in delay of packages. In 
the case of in-order delivery protocols, the effect of resend mechanism can further influence the delay and 
jitter properties as a flow might be stalled though later packets have been successfully transmitted and 
received.  

Research has been done on the effects of retransmissions for media applications [47], including work on 
mathematical models for the effects of retransmissions [48]. 

3.1.2.5 QoS guarantees (packet classes & emergency communication) 

The conditions of operating a communication channel may vary over time. In order to accommodate for 
such variations to maintain a certain level of performance, various techniques can be applied. In addition to 
the radio channel adaptation earlier discussed, we can at the protocol level infer different packet classes and 
prioritize the packet delivery service. Most of the work on QoS in computer communication deals with this 
problem, e.g., by applying Differentiated Services techniques [49] and dynamic router tuning [50] for 
emergency communication. While the area is too broad to be covered in this document, we will focus in on 
the problem of QoS in broadcasting networks (single-hop). 

In a broadcasting single-hop network a communication channel can be considered to have failed if the ratio 
of successful transmission is too low (under a defined threshold), after applying other channel modifications 
(i.e. power / modulation / ECC discussed.. Such situations need to be identified and appropriate actions 
taken, e.g., abandoning the failing frequency, detecting and selecting a better frequency (or a set of 
frequencies in the case of frequency hopping) for the channel. In addition to this, the communication 
protocol may provide service quality information. In the case of Bluetooth, the protocol allows the user to 
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define certain quality properties for the link, e.g., delay, jitter, and bandwidth. Notice, that in the case of 
Bluetooth, the user has only limited and indirect control over the channel (connection) by requesting a 
certain quality of service, and then at a later stage being notified when the actual connection fails to meet the 
contract. Work on establishing temporal QoS in Bluetooth piconet (single hop) networks is found in [51]. 
Work on establishing QoS in Bluetooth scatternet (multi hop) networks is found in [52].  

3.1.2.6 Routing in multi-hop networks 

Routing algorithms for ad hoc networks can be divided into two main groups: table-driven, and on-demand 
algorithms. In table-driven algorithms, each node maintains a routing table with entries for each destination. 
In on-demand algorithms the nodes do not store any information, but instead have to discover the route 
every time they need to send a message. Examples of on-demand algorithms are the Ad hoc On-demand 
Distance Vector routing (AODV) protocol ([53]) and the Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) 
protocol ([54]). 

Table-driven, or pro-active, algorithms are advantageous when data transfer occurs frequently, since each 
node will always have paths to its destinations. However, if traffic is less frequent, creating and maintaining 
the routing tables can be considered to be a waste of energy. Instead, on-demand algorithms only establish 
temporary routing paths when they are needed. 

In wireless networks, the hidden node problem occurs when two nodes nA and nB are both within range of 
a third node nC, but not within the range of each other. This can lead to interference that cannot be detected 
and therefore prevent by the nodes themselves. A number of different methods have been proposed to 
remedy the hidden node problem. 

Xu et al. [55] used the fact that the carrier sense range is often much larger than the transmission range in 
order to avoid interference. Karn [56] proposed a request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) handshake 
mechanism in order to avoid interference. Rahman et al. [57] have recently discussed some problems with 
this mechanism. 

The current approach to provide QoS is based on Differentiated Services [58]. In [59], the authors present a 
method to extend this method to mobile hosts in a wireless environment. In [62], the authors propose a 
scalable multipath routing algorithm in order to facilitate energy-efficient recovery from failure. 
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3.1.3 Radio standards and available technologies 

The table below presents a summary of some available radio standards and commercially available 
technologies operating in the “free” ISM bands [63]. A lot of other technologies (such as WIMAX etc.) exist, 
but those listed in the table are most widespread today. 
 

 Raw 
transceivers 

IEEE 
802.15.1 
(WPAN) 

Bluetooth 
v2.1 

IEEE 
802.15.4 (low 
rate WPAN) 

ZigBee IEEE 802.11 

(WLAN) 

Throughput Protocol 
dependent 

1 Mbps  
(raw data 

rate) 

3 Mbps 
(EDR, raw 
data rate) 

20-250kb/s 
(raw data 
rate) *, ** 

20-250kb/s 
(raw data 
rate) *, ** 

2-54 Mbps 
(raw data 

rate) 

(Variable) 
Packet length 

Protocol 
dependent 

366, 1622, 
and 2870 

bits 

366, 1622, 
and 2870 

bits 

1024 bits / 
MAC layer 

packet 

 34-2346 
bytes 

MAC 
protocol type 

Protocol 
dependent 

Dynamic 
TDMA 

Dynamic 
TDMA 

Slotted and 
unslotted 

CSMA/CA 

Slotted and 
unslotted 

CSMA/CA 

CSMA/CA 

Frequency 
hopping 

No YES YES Not 
specified 

Not 
specified 

YES 

Encryption Protocol 
dependent 

E0 E0 

(improved 
passkey) 

128-bit AES 
for 

encryption 
and/or 

integrity 

Key 
exchange for 

AES 
encryption 

WEP 

(802.11i: 
WPA) 

Frequency 
band(s) 

e.g. 
433,868,915 

MHz 

2.402-2,480 
GHz 

2.402-2,480 
GHz 

868, 902-928, 
2400-2483.5 

MHz 

868, 902-928, 
2400-2483.5 

MHz 

2.4-2.5 GHz 
5.15-5.825 

GHz 

Effective 
range 

Transceiver 
dependent 

1-100 m 1-100 m 10m nominal 
(1-100m 
based on 
settings) 

10m nominal 
(1-100m 
based on 
settings) 

~75 m 
outdoor, 

~25 m 
indoor 

Supported 
number of 

nodes 

Protocol 
dependent 

Protocol 
dependent 

1 master 
and up to 7 
active slave 
nodes per 
piconet*** 

255 devices 
per network 

255 devices 
per network 

Practical 
limitation 

due to 
collisions 

Figure 2. Main characteristics of major radio standards and technologies 

* In [67], throughput and delay analysis for the unslotted IEEE802.15.4 is presented. In the 2.4 Ghz band a 
bandwidth efficiency of 64.9% is reached when the maximum packet size is used.  

** In [68] throughput analysis of the slotted IEEE802.15.4 is given.    

*** In a Bluetooth network, a scatternet, the set of nodes is divided into subsets of piconets. Although a 
Bluetooth node can only be a member of one piconet at a time, nodes can switch between different piconets 
over time in order to facilitate inter-piconet communication. 
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3.1.3.1 Raw transceivers  

Over the years a large number of transceivers for the 433, 868 and 915 MHz frequency bands have been 
developed, targeting different application demands.  Their properties vary with chosen modulation 
technique, protocol, and operating conditions (see, for example, [64]), presenting a versatile multi-mode 
device.  Further elaboration of raw transceiver technology is out of scope of this section. 

3.1.3.2 IEEE 802.15.1 (WPAN) 

The main problem with the use of raw transceivers is interoperability, hence a number of IEEE task groups 
have been defined working in various areas of transceiver development. IEEE 802.15.1-2002 has derived a 
Wireless Personal Area Network standard based on the Bluetooth v1.1 specifications. It includes a medium 
access control and physical layer specification. An updated version, IEEE 802.15.1-2005, has been published. 
Work in progress can be found in [65].  

3.1.3.3 Bluetooth 

The Bluetooth SIG member companies drive the development of Bluetooth wireless technology, and 
implement and market the technology in their products ([66]). Current specification is v2.1. 

3.1.3.4 IEEE 802.15.4 (Low Rate WPAN) 

IEEE 802.15.4-2003 (Low Rate WPAN) deals with low data rate but very long battery life (months or even 
years) and very low complexity. The first edition of the 802.15.4 standard was released in May 2003. The 
ZigBee set of high level communication protocols is based upon the specification produced by the IEEE 
802.15.4 taskgroup. 

The IEEE 802.15 task group 4b was chartered to create a project for specific enhancements and clarifications 
to the IEEE 802.15.4-2003 standard, such as resolving ambiguities, reducing unnecessary complexity, 
increasing flexibility in security key usage, considerations for newly available frequency allocations, and 
others. IEEE 802.15.4b was approved in June 2006 and was published in September 2006 as IEEE 802.15.4-
2006. 

The 802.15.4 physical layer defines 27 channels (frequency bands of operation), 1 @ 868 MHz, 10 @ 902-928, 
and 16 @ 2400-2483.5. Other properties are summarized in the table below.  

 

Figure 3. Low-rate WPAN parameters 

The physical layer provides the following service interface: 

• Clear channel assessment (CCA); three methods of channel assessment are used: energy above 
threshold, carrier sense only, or carrier sense with energy above threshold combined. 

• Energy detection (ED); this is used by network layer for channel selection. 
• Link Quality Indication (LQI); this uses ED and/or SNR estimates, and is used by higher layers. 
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3.1.3.5 ZigBee 

The ZigBee set of high level communication protocols is based upon the specification produced by the IEEE 
802.15.4 taskgroup. The standard (as of December 1st 2006) encompasses the application support sub-layer 
(APS), ZigBee device objects (ZDO), ZigBee device profile (ZDP), the application framework, the network 
layer (NWK) and ZigBee security services.  

3.1.3.6 IEEE 802.11 

IEEE 802.11 also known by the brand Wi-Fi, denotes a set of Wireless LAN/WLAN standards developed by 
working group 11 of the IEEE LAN/MAN Standards Committee (IEEE 802).  802.11b and 802.11g standards 
use the 2.40 GHz band. Because of this choice of frequency band, 802.11b and 802.11g equipment can incur 
interference from microwave ovens, cordless telephones, Bluetooth devices, and other appliances using this 
same band. The 802.11a standard uses the 5 GHz band, and is therefore not affected by products operating 
on the 2.4 GHz band. 

3.2 Networked control 

Networked Control Systems (NCS) is a relatively new topic of research in the control systems research. 
Motivated by several emerging technological developments, one of them being process automation over 
wireless, there have been some design approaches and some basic performance limits on these problems. An 
overview of the progress made within the Research community can be gathered from some special issues of 
technical journals [63], [64]. In this section, we will provide a summary of the key problem formulations and 
of some fundamental results from the literature, keeping in mind, the process automation scenario. 

Two significant issues stand out in the design of Networked Control systems. Firstly, Data Networks, 
especially the ones over wireless links can only transport packets at limited rates and that too with less than 
perfect reliability. Secondly, the established networking protocols do not provide the best possible services 
to real-time applications such as networked control loops. The main approach in the research community 
has been to extract workable models of the Networked control system and to investigate both the feasible 
limits of performance and, the control, estimation and network usage policies to achieve good performance. 

3.2.1 Introduction  

The transmission channel can take various forms, depending on the application considered. For example, 
wire networks are mostly used for manufacturing production, complex systems and embedded applications. 
Their topology can be linear (field buses), in star (a switch or a router is placed at the central position and 
directs the packets to their destination) or circular (i.e. every node store the network information into a 
buffer and transmits it to the next node, as it is the case for the SCRAMNET network used on Tore Supra 
tokamak). Wireless networks are traditionally used in tele-operated systems, but recent technological 
advances (Bluetooth, Home RF, HiperLAN...), allowing for cheaper and more reliable devices, forecast a 
very large increase in the number of applications in the next few years [2], [3].  

 

Figure 4: Abstraction of a Networked Control system 
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The simplest communication channel is the transmission line, i.e. a physical element inducing a constant 
delay which depends on the structural properties of the line, which often models the transmission between 
the system and the controller.  

This description becomes more complex when the system is controlled through a network used by multiple 
users. In this case, the induced delay does not depend on some physical elements only but also and 
especially on the network algorithms, which manage the transport of data packets as well as the coding and 
decoding of information. The communication channel used for the control of the system considered is then 
strongly affected by the other data flows transmitted through the network. A network can be characterized 
by two elements of prime importance: 

• The local data flow management (at the emitter and receiver level), where physical measurements are    
converted into the transmitted units of information,  

• The global data flow management, where an algorithm manages the interactions between the various 
flows, thus avoiding the collisions or the loss of packets induced by an overload of the network.  

During the emission, the management of the data depends on the chosen protocol and its implementation. 
The size, emission frequency and priority of the packets can thus be adjusted, possibly by taking into 
account some instructions resulting from global management policy of the network. When the data flow 
becomes too important, the capacity of the network is exceeded and some information is lost. Some specific 
algorithms (global management) are then activated to avoid the collisions of future emissions or to manage 
the queue length in the router. The emitter can be informed of this network saturation and adapt its emitting 
rate consequently. These communication issues directly affect the transmitted signal.  

We will examine in this section the link between the control problems and the communication aspects, while 
giving a short overview on the available literature.  

3.2.2 Quantization and coding 

The communication links between the sensor and the controller and between the controller and actuator 
could be rate-constrained and possibly lossy; at least one of the two links is limited that way. It is important 
to reflect the constraints of the communication channel in the problem model. If for example, the effect of the 
non-ideal communication link is modelled purely through an additive noise on the measurements, key 
qualitative phenomena are lost. For example, there are minimum data rates necessary for stable estimation 
and control performance – facts which are missed by the analysis using additive noise models. The limited 
bit rate on channels typically leads to quantization of the measurements transmitted to the controller or of 
the control signals transmitted to the actuator or of both. In addition, the quantized signals could be lost in 
transmission. 

Even if one were to neglect the loss of transmissions, the quantization of messages places limits on the plants 
which can be estimated with bounded error or controlled with acceptable performance. This is the main 
import of the so-called Data-rate Theorem which holds for linear plants [64]. This result prescribes a lower 
bound on the minimum amount of information required by the networked feedback loop. The 
communication rate via this loop, restricted as it is by sampling, quantization and channel noise, should be 
greater than the logarithm of the sum of the real-parts of the unstable poles of the plant. This bound is an 
absolute lower bound for the control design - the consideration being that other non-idealities in the 
communication system such as delays or losses in transmission can only make it worse for control design. 

 The problems of quantization and coding are related to the information theory; they appear during the 
conversion of a physical signal (i.e. a measurement) into some units of information transmitted to the 
network (definition of the alphabet, quantization, compression). The problem of data coding prior to its 
emission on a communication network is considered in [25], and is more generally related to the problem of 
control with limited information. Within this framework, some results were obtained on the link between the 
length of the words composing the alphabet and the acceptable sampling period [26], on the chaotic effects 
induced by the approximation of using finite words length [27], or on the quantization effects on the state 
stabilization of an unstable open loop system [28].  
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Considering more specifically the control framework, the quantization problems were tackled with the 
stabilization by quantized control [29] used in order to lead the system towards an invariant set around 
equilibrium [30], the synthesis of quantizers for systems with sampled data [31], and a probabilistic 
approach for the stabilization of quantized systems [32]. We can also consider here the problem of variable 
sampling period (this variation being induced by the network) associated with a variable time delay: a 
continuous formulation of this problem as well as a standard LMI solution for stabilization is proposed in 
[33]. Some advanced control schemes propose coder/decoder synthesis methods which ensure some 
traditional control objectives are proposed in [34], where the stochastic linear control devices are considered 
and where the influence of the communication channel on the LQG synthesis is established, and in [35] 
where differential coding by Delta- Modulation is used.  

In this last case, which illustrates this subsection, the data sent by the controller is restricted to be δ = 0,1 and 
is emitted at a bounded rate. The control setup is presented in figure 2 where a linear system has to be 
stabilized by the control law K(x(t)) taking into account the coding/decoding process. Neglecting the 
transmission errors and time-delays induced by the network, the key issue to such a problem is to determine 
the closed-loop properties of the coding scheme and its influence on the controlled system performances. 
This is done in [35] where a new Delta-Modulation differential coding scheme using information from the 
system model is proposed. The limits of the stability domain and coding precision due to the position of the 
unstable poles of the system are explicitly established.  

 

Figure 5: Example of a coding problem 

For the purpose of designing Networked Control systems, there are various possible abstractions of the 
communication channels involved.  We will now present a short list of the most used among the 
abstractions. 

3.2.2.1 Bandwidth and data rate limitations 

 The presence of multiple users on the network supposes to share and redistribute the resources, as well as to 
limit the bandwidth available for each transmitter. The minimum guaranteed bandwidth determines the 
quality of service provided by the network. The QoS depends on the network management as well as the 
emission protocols, carried out by the centralized controller (i.e. on the router level). The problem of resource 
allocation is classically considered in discrete mathematics in order to illustrate the solutions of linear 
programming. We will see here some examples of control approaches applied to wireless networks (thus 
with more limited resources).  

The capacity allocation analysis in a Bluetooth network (short range radio communication for mobile 
systems) is formulated as a convex optimization problem in [43], where a hybrid capacity distribution law is 
proposed. The QoS for Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) meeting the IEEE 802.11x standard (wireless 
version of Ethernet network) is ensured in [44], where the access method is provided by a hybrid 
coordination function. The proposed algorithm takes into account the delay induced by the desired queue 
length and uses a proportional state feedback control law, the disturbances being compensated by an 
anticipatory action. The concept of overlay network is used in [45] in order to consider the wireless networks 
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with an IP architecture (Bluetooth, IEEE 802.11, Hyperplan II, UMTS, GPRS). In that case, a circulation 
ordering module including some buffers with a controller managing the incoming and outgoing IP 
datagrams is inserted at the air interface level in order to ensure an ideal equilibrium which guarantees the 
necessary performances. An interesting overview on the impact of wireless communication on NCS and its 
possible compensation was presented in [3].  

For a guaranteed QoS, the bandwidth constraint can be taken into account during the control synthesis. 
Within this framework, a solution of the state estimation problem is proposed in [49], where the concept of 
finite recursive sequence for the coder-estimator is introduced and the convergence of the estimation 
algorithm is analyzed. The problem of stabilization with limited information is also addressed in [50] with 
the introduction of a criterion less constraining than the traditional stability: the containability, which is close 
to the practical stability. A controlled communication system is containable if for any sphere N centred on the 
origin there is an open set centred on the origin M, and a coding and a control law such that any trajectory 
leaving M remains in N for any time. This concept differs from traditional stability due to the fact that M is a 
subset of N. This result makes it possible to connect containability, data transfer rate and state variation.  

3.2.2.2 Packet loss  

The loss of packets and network congestion appear in the networks with buffer (router or switch) when the 
data flow is too important. The queue length management is carried out by the router protocol and 
determines which packets are discarded (i.e. for the AQM the number of rejected packets is proportional to 
the queue length when a certain reference threshold on the length is reached). The congestion control is a 
topic of major interest for computer scientists [36], [37] and the network stability resulting from a particular 
choice of the packets rejection function can be analysed (i.e. the TCP/AQM case was considered in [38]). The 
case of the buffer control by taking into account the congestion state is studied in details in [39].  

When a packet is lost, it can be re-emitted (as it is case with TCP) or not (i.e. UDP). In the second case, the 
stability analysis of the NCS implies to consider the loss of information and cannot be carried out by the 
continuous approaches. Thus in [40] a principle of uncertainty threshold is used to determine the rate of 
packet loss for which the undisturbed system remains stable in the least squares sense (the expectancy of the 
squared state norm is zero when the time goes to infinity). Other results [41] propose the synthesis of an 
optimal losses compensator, using past information, which is obtained thanks to a generalized constrained 
controller. To finish, this problem can also be tackled by using the game theory [42], where the uniqueness of 
the Nash equilibrium is used to guarantee the stability, under some conditions of low variation for the 
aggregated flows compared to the induced delays.  

3.2.2.3 LQG control under packet losses  

There have been some works addressing the design of good estimation and control policies that take into 
account the loss of packets. These works mainly cover the case of linear plants controlled over a channel 
with IID packet drops. A recent overview is provided in [65]. Consider the standard LQG control setup with 
the state equations as below, with x and y being the state and observation signals at the sensor: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Let γ denote a binary-valued process that represents the sequence of packet losses. 
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Then the key result is that the optimal LQG control policy has the separated form. First, one computes a 
time-varying Kalman filter and applies a time-varying linear gain on the output of the Kalman filter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The optimal control signal is a certainty-equivalence linear controller; 

 

 

This result provides us a familiar control design which has roughly the same computational complexity as in 
the lossless case. 

3.2.2.4 Time delays  

A fundamental element induced by the presence of a network in the control loop is the resulting delays 
between 7 τ (t) τ1(t) u(t) u(t − τ ) y(t) y(t − τ1)  

 

Figure 6: Network as a time-varying delay 

the sensors and the control, and between the control and the actuators. This leads to a representation of the 
system as presented in figure 3, where two delays τ (t) and τ1(t) occur on the communication channels. The 
corresponding class of systems can be described by the following equations 

 

where x∈Rn is the internal state of the system, u∈Rl is the control input, y∈Rm is the measured output, and A, B, 
C are matrices of appropriate dimensions. The delay induced by the network occurs here on the control 
input with the time-varying term τ(t).  

The control of time-delay systems (TdS) constitutes a very broad subject [51], [52], [53] on which we will give 
only a brief outline here. From a theoretical point of view, the delay in the state dynamics implies that the 
system trajectories can not be uniquely defined with a pointwise initial conditions. Indeed, a proper initial 
condition for a TdS is set by a functional, which has to be known on the time interval [t − τ, t] to determine 
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uniquely the dynamics at t. A TdS is then defined by a functional differential equation which sets the system 

trajectories, term usually used instead of “state” to emphasize the distributed nature of this kind of systems.  

Most of the traditional stability analysis (using Lyapunov- Krasovkii and Lyapunov-Rasumikhin functionals 
for example) consider a constant delay or of known upper bound. The constant delay can be compensated 
using a Smith predictor [54] or more generally a state predictor with a fixed horizon [55], [56]. The case of 
time-varying or state-dependant delays can be approached with the solutions presented in [57] when the 
system is stable in open loop. In a more general way, a constructive method of robust stabilization based on 
a descriptive transformation of the model (called descriptor model method) is applied to the case of the time-
varying delays in [58]. A detailed study on the state predictor with a variable horizon, allowing for the 
explicit use of a dynamic model representing the average delay induced by the network in the control law, is 
described in [59], [60]. This approach makes it possible to obtain higher performances than with the other 
methods because of the maximum use of the available information on the network and controlled system. 
The robustness of this method with respect to some uncertainties in the delay model is investigated in [61], 
[62] and sets the limits of the possible use of such a control setup as well as the best achievable performances.  

To conclude this short outline on time-delay systems, stochastic control approaches were also developed, 
regarding the network induced delay as a probabilistic distribution or a Markov chain [14], or as a 
combination of deterministic elements (provided by an average model) and stochastic ones [61]. 

3.2.2.5  Network as a variable-delay system 

 

Figure 7: Model for a delay determined by a Markov chain 

 Some other approaches consider the network as a variable time delay (this parameter being the main source 
of the dynamics instability). The delay can then be characterized by a deterministic model, a probabilistic 
distribution or a Markov chain. The last one was studied in [13] and induces the delay model is presented in 
figure 4. In this case, a Markov chain is used to set one of the βi to one, the others being zero, and switch 
between different delay values. The sampled signal yk is then delayed by a number of samples i_ due to the 
non-zero βi. The remote site receives the signal wk.  

3.2.2.6 Examples of delay estimation 

 Deterministic average models of the delay are available for various types of networks, in particular for those 
where a buffer is used [23]. In order to illustrate the network induced delay computation, which is of 
particular interest for the design of appropriate control laws, we present here two examples of delay 
estimation.  

The first one is based on the internal delay dynamics and a precise analysis of the emission protocols. It is 
the fluid flow model of TCP established in [16] by using Poisson counter driven differential equations. This 
model considers N flows (indexed by i = 1, . . . ,N) passing through a router of capacity C. Each flow is 
characterized by its Round Trip Time (RTT) Ri and the expected emitter window size Wi(t). On the router site, 
the buffer dynamics is expressed by the expected queue length q(t) and by the expected average queue length 
x(t). An Active Queue Management (AQM) policy is introduced with the function of lost packets p(x). This 
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function corresponds to the probability of marking the packets that will be regarded as lost. The single flow 
case is illustrated by figure 6. The dynamic equations describing the TCP then write as  

 

where Tpi is the constant delay induced by the transmission line, α is a weighting constant term ranging 
between 0 and 1, and δ is the sampling period. We used here the common assumption that the time needed 
by the information of a loss of packet (emitted by the router) to reach the transmitting source is comparable 
to Ri(t). The first part of the window size dynamics corresponds to the additive increase while the second 
term is the multiplicative decrease (the size is halved when a packet is lost). The dynamics of x(t) is an 
exponentially weighted moving average and q(t) is set by the difference between the router capacity and the 
arrival of packets.  

The control of such a model can be established on the router site by choosing a suitable AQM policy 
(definition of p(x)). An extension of the previous model taking into account the routing functions of the WAN 
in a more comprehensive way  
 

 

Figure 8: CUMSUM change detection. 

could be considered through the dynamics of the queue length q(t). The second example is provided by the 
CUMSUM Kalman filter proposed in [24]. In this case the delay estimation is based on the fact that the 
average RTT has smooth and low frequency variations, which are determined by the global network 
occupancy level. The key issue is to set an algorithm able to detect these variations without being affected by 
the high frequency component (considered as noise) observed on the RTT measurements. The RTT dynamics 
writes as  

 

 where ˆxt and yt are the desired and sampled (measured) RTT, respectively, et is the measurement noise and vt 
is the process noise, which models the step changes in ˆxt. The CUMSUM (cumulative sum) part sets δt by 
detecting the mean value changes, as illustrated in figure 6, where s(t) is the measured signal and g(t) its 
average value. The resulting alarm triggers a change in the event-based part of the algorithm. The Kalman 
filter is then used as an optimal linear estimator to determine the average dynamics of the RTT, from which 
the delay is obtained. This model has been successfully applied to some experimental measurements and 
provides for a simple solution to the delay estimation problem. 

The various models presented in this section can also be considered within the framework of information 
theory (loss of data transmission quality) or in that of systems with delay. As indicated in the protocols 
description, where we insisted on the nature of the induced delay, we placed the problem of stabilization via 
a communication network within the framework of the transmission with delay. The next section will 
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describe this problem in a more general way, presenting some other specific modifications experienced by 
the signal when transmitted through a network and their possible compensation.  
 

3.2.2.7 Set of models 

 The communication network can be also regarded as a system having various operating modes, according 
to the quantity of information which must be managed. In this case, different models can be applied 
depending on the state of the network. Thus in [14] the network is modeled using a Markov chain of s states, 
for which the state rk corresponds to the network load (probability distribution of the transmission delay τk). 
An example of this model is presented on figure 4 with three load levels. In that case s = 3 and the states are 
r1,2,3 = fL,M , Hg, corresponding to the low, medium and high occupancy levels of the network, respectively. 
The probability distribution for rk can then be established using the transition matrix, the state probability 
and the state distribution vector of the Markov model. Note that this approach may allow for further 
extensions by introducing some other physical variables (as impedance) in the state. The previous 
approaches described the communication medium, but the emission and router’s protocols also have their 
own dynamics and specificities, as described in the following section.  

3.2.3 Protocol models 

The protocol models are very difficult to establish, since the interactions between multiple users cannot be 
predicted. Nevertheless, some average models have been developed, allowing for an understanding of the 
main processes and properties driving the network dynamics. Two examples of Local Area Networks (LAN) 
and a Wide Area Network (WAN) are presented here, illustrating the most frequently used industrial 
communication networks.  

 

Figure 9: Network modelled as a Markov chain with three load levels: low (L), medium (M) and high (H) 

3.2.3.1 Field buses: CAN  

The Controller Area Network (CAN), often used in industry (in particular with the VAN, which is a specific 
example of CAN used for the electronic controllers of the motorized vehicles) and networked embedded 
control systems [15], is characterized by the fact that messages are emitted with a priority level (229 levels). Its 
maximum flow is 1Mbit/s, for a length of 40m. If the bus is silent a node can emit at any time, but if two 
nodes try to emit at the same time the message with the highest priority gets access to the bus (through a 
central bus controller). 

 The message transmission delay τ issued from such a system was studied in [14], where it is split into three 
parts τ = τw + τhp + τs where τw is the latency due to the ongoing transmission, τhp is the wait for messages with 
higher priorities to be sent, and τs is the time for the message to be transmitted. Some experimental delay 
measurements have shown that some probability density functions for the delays are sufficient to build a 
simple model, while a Markov model could be used if a more complicated representation is needed.  

3.2.3.2 Computer networks: Ethernet 

 Ethernet constitutes a common example of bus-based LAN, without centralized controller. Its size is limited, 
which makes the time delay known and bounded, and it has a high transmission rate. The bus access was 
originally done with the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) method. With 
this method the emission starts only if the channel is free but two (or more) senders may try to emit at the 
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same time, which results in a collision. The collision is automatically detected and both senders stop their 
emission, waiting during a random time before emitting again.  

More recent technological progresses allowed for the development of switched Ethernet and the shared 
Ethernet (CSMA/CD) is almost abandoned. In this case the star topology of the network is centred on a 
switch, which filters and directs the data according to the emitter and receiver addresses. Once the link 
between a machine and a specific port is identified, the switch only directs the messages towards the specific 
port, thus allowing for a free transmission on the other ports. The collision problem involved in the shared 
Ethernet is thus transformed into a congestion problem, which can be modelled by the theory of network 
calculus in order to obtain some bounds on the induced delays. 

 

Figure 10: Data flow in a one router network 

3.2.3.3 Wide Area Networks: transfer protocols  

The WAN are characterized by the presence of one or more routers and switches, which manage and 
distribute information. The main influence of the router is to introduce a buffer where the messages are 
stored before being retransmitted. Note that this problem also appears in the LAN, with the increasing use 
and low cost of routers switches. When the input flow is too important, the router becomes congested and 
some data packets are lost. The emitter can be informed of the packets reception thanks to the 
acknowledgements sent by the receiver and adjust its output flow accordingly. This is illustrated by the 
single data flow passing through a router presented in figure 5 (the notations will be defined in the next 
subsection).  

The Transfer Protocol Control (TCP) is a traditional example of protocol used in WAN and LAN. It is set at 
both ends of the communication channel in order to make it possible for the users to emit and receive data 
through Internet. It is called a secured protocol, in the sense that any lost packet is re-emitted. Its principal 
objective is to maximize the transmission rate of the user by adjusting the emission window size according 
to the network congestion, measured by the number of lost packets. Although TCP is not a first choice 
protocol for the control of systems through networks (low Quality of Service, noted QoS thereafter), it 
provides an interesting example of a safe protocol for which continuous average models were developed 
[16], [17].  

The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is another example of transfer protocol, frequently used in real time 
control applications when physical signals have to be transmitted through a communication network. It is an 
unreliable protocol, in the sense that there is no guarantee that an emitted packet is received, but it provides 
for a simpler message service then the TCP and does not increase the network occupancy level with 
acknowledgements. The main advantage of using UDP, when a secured communication is not crucial, is that 
the TCP slow start effect (packets left unsent) does not have to be compensated. This can be a major issue in 
control applications, where the packet retention generates “burstiness” (groups of packets get to the receiver 
at the same time) of the corresponding data [18]. Another possibility is to compensate the slow start by 
forcing the TCP to reach its steady-state behaviour [19].  

Some other, more general, network models were developed in order to ensure a better QoS. First of all, a 
detailed study of the influence of the various network layers on the QoS and the resulting expected 
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performances is proposed in [20]. A compartment type modelling is proposed in [21] for the description of a 
switched network. This model, known as the token-driven leaky bucket model, is used in the construction of 
control laws that guarantees the global stability of the network. An extended model, including NCS and the 
network itself, is proposed in [22]. In this case, the stability analysis is carried out using the switched systems 
theory.  

3.2.4 Event-triggered Control  

Event-triggered control refers to taking control actions in response to the real-time behaviour of 
measurements instead of reacting to measurements at pre-specified times. It is a natural generalization of the 
idea of Relay control. In networked control, we need to economize on the frequency of measurement 
transmissions or that of control actions or sometimes both. So, the idea of exercising control only when the 
need is worthy enough or of communicating fresh sensor measurements only if newsworthy is quite natural.  

Broadly speaking, there are two different scenarios where event-triggered control is employed. One is the 
case of exception handling. For example, in a power system, the algorithm for tripping lines and shedding 
load is exercised only after a voltage surge has been detected. This is different from continuously employed 
control for nominal voltage stability. The other scenario, the one which we are concerned with, is that of 
using switching type control for reference tracking, asymptotic stabilization etc. 

3.2.4.1 Issues in Analysis 

In the simplest version of event-triggered control, we have a straightforward generalization of relay control 
to obtain a switching control system. We partition the state space and assign a fixed control action (waveform) 
to each cell. The cell-specific control action is applied until the state is no longer in that cell. Frequently, we 
do not have direct access to the state signal and will have to partition the measurement space instead. In 
order to avoid chattering (high frequency of oscillatory switchings), most applications use dead-zones or 
hysteresis loops. By doing so, we are partitioning the space of trajectories than merely the alphabet of those 
trajectories. Thus analysis of these systems becomes conceptually harder than the usual quantization 
problem. 

Even if the uncontrolled plan is linear, the introduction of switching control makes the closed loop system 
nonlinear (hybrid, in fact). Some frequency domain methods can be employed, but with extremely limited 
use [67]. This is because systems with relay and hysteresis elements cannot be approximated well by linear 
systems. These systems exhibit highly nonlinear limit-cycles and chaotic orbits. In addition the parameters of 
the event-triggering elements turn out to be bifurcation parameters for the system. 

Some optimal control problems have solutions of the ban-bang type [68], [69]. There one seeks switching 
curves in the state-space using Pontryagin’s maximum (or minimum) principle. Usually constraints on 
magnitudes of control signals result in such curves. No such principle is available for the design of Relay 
and hysteresis parameters. 

3.2.4.2 Event-triggered Networked Control 

In Networked control systems, typically, measurements are communicated intermittently to the controller. 
The properties and limitations of communication links and networks have been noted in earlier sections in 
this report. One reasonable design conclusion is to measure communication costs in units of packets 
expended. Observations at sensing nodes are sampled and transmitted as data packets; these packets 
experience delays and can also be lost in transit. Taking these into account, we have to design the entire 
Networked system to minimize packet rates and achieve good control performance.  

Consider the case of having a single remote sensor node where the constraint is over the packet rate from the 
sensor and not on the frequency of controller’s actions. An extension of conventional digital control ideas 
would lead to sampling the sensor periodically or according to a non-periodic but still deterministic 
schedule. The controller adopts policies to suit this possibly lossy stream of information.  
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On the other hand, by sampling in an event-triggered manner, the sensor could choose to economize on the 
rate of packets transmitted. This, it can do by transmitting samples only when sufficiently new information is 
available. The matching control policy is driven by the stream of events reported by the sensor. For the same 
communication costs, the event-triggered sampling policies generally outperform the time-triggered ones. 
Such improvements are possible because Sequential decision procedures are generally superior to their 
deterministically scheduled counterparts. Some such sampling problems for real-time estimation rather than 
control are treated in [70], [71], [72].  

Consider now a minimum attention problem addressed in [73]. A single controller is charged with 
stabilizing N different unstable plants. The controller has direct access to the state trajectories of the different 
plants but can issues a control signal to only one of the plants at any time. Intuitively speaking, the controller 
spends attention on plants in proportion to its relative degree of instability. an event-triggered strategy 
would assign attention dynamically to plants whose states are most far from equilibrium (in a relative sense), 
and are thus in most urgent need of control.  

The two problems described above illustrate conceptually the role for event-triggered decisions and controls. 
There are important unsolved problems when using multiple sensors and having multiple control agents. In 
the next subsection, we touch upon solution approaches. 

3.2.5 Finding efficient Controls  

To gain the efficiency advantages of event-triggered control, we need to compute good adaptive sampling 
strategies and dynamic attention schedules. This means posing and solving a multi-objective optimization 
problem involving performance and communication costs. In general, this becomes a stochastic switching 
control problem with the information pattern being non-classical [74]. 

A solvable special case arises by permitting state-resetting impulse control instead of the usual, piecewise 
continuous type. Such a problem is treated in [75] and the performance gains of level-triggered impulse 
invocation over the periodic exercise of impulse control is demonstrated. 

Problems that call for use of regular control signals without impulses are more difficult to handle [76], [77], 
[78]. In general, one has to choose events that define sampling times or control switching times as well as the 
matching control actions. The sampling times are allowed to depend causally on the sensor observations 
while the control switching times and switches have less information to be based on. They have to be 
causally dependent on the stream of samples. 

The existing approaches have been to seek good sub-optimal solutions [77]. For example, we can choose to 
separate, at the cost of some performance, the control design from that of forming filtered estimates. One 
version leads to control design problems for systems with level-triggered sampling. Then we can use tools 
from Stochastic Control such as Dynamic programming and Variational inequalities and their iterative 
solutions. But a body of design methods with structural guidelines and trade-off charts is yet to emerge.  

We made a short overview of the problems related to the control of systems over networks, mostly from an 
automatic control point of view. After a description of some communication channels and protocols model, 
we insisted on some fundamental problems which characterize this relatively new field called Network 

controlled systems. We described the possible performance gains for employing Event-triggered control and 
touched upon designing such schemes. In summary, we have pointed out the need for a multi-field 
approach integrating the control theory of dynamic systems in the presence of delays or information losses, 
the information theory when the data is encoded or compressed and finally the need for taking into account 
models of network components or communications protocols. 

3.2.6 Conclusion 

This concludes our overview of networked control system design. After a description of some fundamental 
problems which characterize this relatively new field called Network controlled systems some communication 
channels and protocol models were discussed. We pointed out the need for a multi-field approach 
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integrating the control theory of dynamic systems in the presence of delays or information losses, the 
information theory when the data is encoded or compressed and finally the need for taking into account 
models of network components and communications protocols.  

3.3 Industrial wireless communication for control 

Several open and standardized wireless communication products are widely available today, as described in 
Section 3.1. These have been developed by the computer industry for the office and consumer market, where 
ease-of-use and user convenience are the main criteria. Such products may be applicable for industrial office-
type applications, such as Human-Machine-Interface (HMI) applications. However, wireless communication 
systems for industrial automation and control must satisfy additional stringent criteria, such as  

• reliable and secure transmission, including resilience to and co-existence with potential radio 
interference,  

• efficient integration into industrial automation and control platforms and systems (see Section 4.2), 
• robust housing, 
• special power supply requirements, such as 24V power supply,  difficult or impossibly battery 

recharging or replacement, 
• long term availability of components and spares. 

These criteria can only be met by special industrial equipment. This explains the somewhat slow adoption of 
wireless communication in the automation industry. – The underlying wireless physical layer of industrial 
wireless products may well be based on components for standard consumer- and office systems, but the 
packaging and integration must be adapted to industrial needs.    

Communication performance requirements may vary widely depending on the industrial application areas. 
The following sections therefore discuss the two areas of process industry and manufacturing industry 
separately. 

3.3.1 Industrial wireless control applications for process industry 

The process industry, such as chemicals, metals and minerals, deals with relatively slow moving processes, 
where time constants are in the order of seconds to minutes. Distributed Control Systems (DCS) are installed 
on such sites (chemical plants, refineries, oil platforms), where there are a large number of controllers and 
instruments distributed over the site and which must be connected by wired or wireless communication 
links. Typical products are 

• Wireless bridges for long distance (various manufacturers) 
• Honywell /AccuTech wireless instruments 

These wireless systems must provide reliable communication, however latencies of up to hundreds of msec 
are acceptable for typical applications such as control of temperatures, container levels, material separation, 
etc., see Section 4.1. Industrial equipment based on standard wireless communication modules are often 
applicable. 

3.3.1.1 HoneyWell XYR5000 

The XYR5000 from Honeywell is a product family used for wireless monitoring. There are several different 
wireless transmitters available depending on the type of data being monitored, e.g. temperature, acoustics 
and analogue inputs among others. Wireless base stations and gateways are also included in the XYR5000 
family.  

The base radio can communicate with up to 42 field units using FHSS to provide a secure transmission. Field 
units can be placed up to 600 meters from the base station (provided that line-of-sight exists) and the data 
transmission rate is 4.8Kbps. The serial output from the base station can be either RS485, RS232 or 4-20 mA.    
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3.3.1.2 Phoenix Contact 

Phoenix contact has two production series for wireless transmission. The PSI-WL comprises wireless serial 
interfaces that convert RS-232, RS-422 or RS-485 to Bluetooth signals. They operate in the 2.4 GHz ISM band 
with a bit rate equal to 187.5 kbit/s. The range is about 30 meters. 

The RAD-ISM product line is intended for wireless monitoring. They operate in the ISM bands, 900 MHz 
(USA) and 2400 MHz (Europe) and frequency hopping is used to minimize disturbances.      

3.3.1.3 Siemens SCADENCE W 

Siemens SCADENCE W is an industrial Wireless LAN (iWLAN) product line. Basic versions support the 
standard IEEE 802.11a/b/g protocol with non-deterministic channel access. 

For time-critical transmission, advanced versions support a deterministic access mode called iPCF, a 
proprietary implementation of the IEEE 802.11 Point Coordination Function (PCF). With PCF, nodes are 
polled by the access point, thus allowing deterministic cyclic service. Siemens claims a guaranteed 
transmission latency of 5 ms, but this will depend on the number and priorities of the nodes being polled. 
There is also a proprietary “rapid roaming” feature, for fast handover of nodes between access points, with 
advertised handover times of 20 ms. 

3.3.1.4 Emerson Rosemount 

Emerson have a “Smart Wireless” offering for in-plant communication. It will be based on the 
WirelessHART standard (described below), and support self-organizing mesh networking. Target 
applications are the transmission of monitoring data from (Rosemount-) corrosion-, flow-, pressure-, level-, 
or temperature sensors to the Emerson PlantWeb platform. 

3.3.2 Industrial wireless control applications for manufacturing 

Manufacturing refers to industrial factories, where e.g. fast-moving robots used for manufacturing of 
(discrete) parts must be controlled. The typical application is robot motion control, where communication 
latencies are low, e.g. in the tens of msecs, and lost messages are safety critical and may damage equipment. 
Wireless communication systems for such applications have to satisfy more stringent performance 
requirements than what commercial office equipment can support, possibly calling for bespoke development 
of the wireless physical layer or of channel accessing schemes. The ABB WISA technology and the Wireless 
HART standard are examples of such developments. Also, the ISA SP100 group is studying these issues. 
These are described in the next sections. 

3.3.2.1 ABB WISA technology 

The ABB wireless technology [1] is based on IEEE 802.15.1 (physical layer) and is called WISA - Wireless 
Interface to Sensors and Actuators. WISA basically consists of two main parts: 

• Communication (WISA-COM) 
• Power supply (WISA-POWER) 

Both are generic technologies and not limited to WPS - Wireless Proximity Switches - where ABB has 
applied them to a first product. The WPS is completely wireless sensor, both for the communication as well 
as for the power supply. The WISA product portfolio is growing and has been expanded to devices using up 
to 32 bits payload and higher power wireless receivers (up to 100mW), showing the scalability of the WISA 
technologies.  

The WISA wireless communication links the sensors and actuators to a so-called input/output module, 
(“base station”). It satisfies the rigorous demands of an industrial environment, i.e. it has high reliability, fast 
response time, it serves a large number (hundreds) of sensors and actuators located in a range of several 
meters of radius, and guarantees high data transmission integrity, even where radio propagation may be 
affected by obstacles and interference. The sophisticated base station module designed by ABB ensures that 
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the complexity resides in the input module rather than in the SA. One such module can handle up to 120 
devices (sensors). Three base stations can be closely located with acceptable self-interference, (see topology 
example Figure 8).  

Although similar to a WLAN access point in many respects, the ABB design has several features that clearly 
set it apart:  

• Simultaneous transmission and reception of radio signals; i.e. full-duplex operation.  
• Simultaneous reception of strong and weak signals. The difference in power between a strong signal and 

a weak one may be as much as a million to one.  
• Interference suppression. Reception of a very weak sensor signal is possible even though a large 

interfering signal may exist at some adjacent frequency.  
• Transmit and receive antennas at the input module are swapped every 2 ms to provide a diversity of 

radio propagation paths against fading and shadowing effects.  
• Deterministic frequency hopping to combat broad band interferers  
• Efficient frequency use: Only changes are transmitted combined with discrete presence/status 

monitoring of the devices (at ~ 500ms intervals).  
• Five simultaneous communication channels for free access and immediate acknowledgement of 120 

devices  

The devices communication hardware is based on an IEEE802.15.1 compatible standard transceiver (radio) 
in order to benefit from economies of scale, component integration (small size) and low power consumption. 

The integrated radio antenna in the devices has been carefully designed. Its radiation characteristic is nearly 
omni-directional in order to achieve uniform transmission performance irrespective of the devices 
orientation. The communication protocol provides sensors with collision-free air access by allocating each 
sensor a specific time slot and frequency for its transmission. The content of the WISA protocol is chosen to 
meet the requirements of large numbers of sensors; it ensures a short response time and makes full use of the 
available radio bandwidth. A frequency hopping scheme, combined with error detection and automatic 
message retransmission in case of transmission errors, ensures that the messages from the sensors are 
reliably delivered, even in the presence of interfering systems such as Bluetooth, WLANs, microwave ovens 
and electronic tagging systems.  

To reduce the power consumption, the sensors communication module hibernates until a change in the 
sensor state occurs. When an event takes place at the sensor, the sensor quickly establishes the radio link by 
means of a pilot signal from the input module, before transmitting the message. Typically this air interface 
handling takes 5 ms, with worst-case scenarios of up to 20 ms if the message must be re-transmitted several 
times. This also helps for coexistence with other systems as the frequency use is always minimised. The 
design target was a Telegram Error Rate TER of less than 10-9, which is comparable to a wired or field-bus 
connection in industrial operation. Compared to standard Bluetooth, the WISA In-Output module (Base 
station) has practically in total a five fold data rate, (see Figure 11) 
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Figure 11 Functionality comparison of different communication systems  

(++: well suited for control loops in discrete manufacturing; +: partly suited; -: bad; --: unsuited) 

3.3.3 Emerging standards 

3.3.3.1 ISA SP100.11a 

The goal for SP100.11a is a reliable wireless network solution for monitoring and control applications. SP100 
has defined a set of application classes, as shown below: 

• Class 0 – Emergency action. 
• Class 1 – Closed loop regulatory control. 
• Class 2 – Closed loop supervisory control. 
• Class 3 – Open loop control. 
• Class 4 – Alerting. 
• Class 5 – Monitoring. 

SP100.11a will support applications ranging from class 1 to class 5. 

The standard is still in its early phase of specification, so exact details on what kind of update rates, latency, 
and reliability it will support, and how, is not yet available. Extensive work has been, and is still being done, 
in collecting user input on applications and use cases, which will be used to guide the committee when 
specifying the standard. In contrast to WirelessHART, SP100.11a aims at a much wider and more generic 
solution for the wireless automation and control environment. So far there has been no effort to collect and 
include factory automation requirements for the specification of the standard. 

So far it has been decided that SP100.11a will support at least two PHY layers, namely the IEEE 802.15.4-2006 
2.4 GHz PHY standard, and a narrowband PHY layer solution, which has not been defined yet.  

But, in order to focus the specification effort, the work group has decided that the first version of the 
standard will only use the IEEE 802.15.4-2006 2.4 GHz PHY layer. Later version will use other PHY layers, or 
even support multiple PHY layers in parallel. Currently, the higher layers, MAC, NWK, etc, has not yet been 
defined by the work group, thus no details are available. 
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3.3.3.2 WirelessHART 

The goal of the development of WirelessHART is to establish a wireless communication standard for process 
automation applications. WirelessHART will also be an extension of the wired HART protocol, enhancing it 
by allowing new applications while still preserving backwards compatibility. WirelessHART is a very 
focused effort, in contrast to SP100.11a, and the main guideline for the development is that it must be as 
HART-like as possible, i.e., simple, reliable, and easy-to-use. HART applications should not have to 
distinguish between a wired HART and a WirelessHART device. Wired HART supports 2 updates per 
second, but HART applications typically have cycle times in the order of seconds. WirelessHART will 
support these applications as well as applications with cycle times as long as days or even weeks. 

WirelessHART will be a secure, time-synchronised, ultra low-power, mesh network for process automation. 
The WirelessHART specification follows the OSI layers, and contains a Physical layer, Medium access, 
Transport, and Network layer. The Application layer is the same for both wired and WirelessHART. Details 
of the WirelessHART layers are shown below: 

• The PHY layer is the same as the IEEE 802.15.4-2006 2.4GHz PHY layer 
• The MAC layer is a modified version of the IEEE 802.15.4-2006 MAC layer with support for channel 

hopping. 
• The Transport and Network layers are based on TSMP (Time Synchronised Mesh Protocol), which has 

been developed by DUST Networks. 

WirelessHART communication is time slotted, where each slot is 10ms. Slots can be either dedicated to one 
node or shared by several nodes. Dedicated slots use TDMA for medium access, while shared slots use 
CSMA/CA for access. 

Latency requirements are addressed by scheduling the communication in such a way that packets will reach 
their destination in time, considering multiple hops, possible retransmissions, and alternate routes through 
the network. 

Reliable packet delivery is also important, good reliability is achieved with several different means: 

• Redundant paths, i.e., mesh networking, if one path fails another one can be used (avoids spatial 
interference). 

• Redundant gateways, avoids that the gateway is a single point of failure. 
• Retransmission of packets, along the same route or possibly another one (avoids temporal interference). 

The packet delivery reliability that WirelessHART will achieve is 99.9%. 
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4 Requirements and scenarios  

4.1 Scenarios  

The scenarios serve as the fundamentals for the requirements and will be the main driver for the research 
and development activities. The requirements will be derived from the scenarios and are then generalized to 
address a wider scope of applications that the specific case described. The scenarios are chosen in such a way 
that they serve as typical cases.  

Two scenarios are described. One scenario addressing the main 90%-95% of the control loops found in the 
process industry, namely fairly slow PI(D) loops with moderate communication and control performance 
requirements. And then a second scenario addressing the more demanding control problems where the time 
contestants are considerable smaller (<1ms) having considerable requirements on the communication and 
control performance. The scenarios are complementary and hence cover a majority of the control problems 
found in the process industry. 

The scenarios are gathered from the mining industry (such as the Boliden ore concentration plan) and steel 
industry. The general characteristics of the scenarios are however applicable to other lines of the process 
industry as well such as pulp and paper or chemical to name a few.  

4.1.1 Scenario 1: Ore concentration flotation proce ss 

The flotation process is a method for the separation of mixtures. Flotation is a separation technique used 
widely in the minerals industry, for paper, de-inking, and water treatment amongst others. It can also be 
used in the food and coal industries. The technique relies upon differences in the surface properties of 
different particles to separate them. The particles that are to be floated are rendered hydrophobic by the 
addition of the appropriate chemicals. Air is then bubbled through the mixture and the desired particles 
become attached to the small air bubbles and move to the surface where they accumulate as a froth and are 
collected, or if the non-desired particles float to the surface they are collected and discarded. The flotation 
process is widely used for processing of sulphide minerals (copper, lead, zinc, nickel, cobalt etc...).  

At the Boliden ore concentration plant crude ore in water is ground to a fine grained slurry and mixed with 
frothing reagents and collecting reagents. When air is blown through the mixture activated mineral particles 
cling to the bubbles, which rise to form a froth on the surface.  

In the first flotation the CuPb-minerals froth from the five first rougher tanks is taken to a cleaning flotation 
(repeating flotation) and froth from the next four scavenger tanks is taken to a cyclone where the coarse 
material is regrinded. This flow then goes back to the first rougher tank. The tailing from the last tank 
continues to the next flotation step where Zn-mineral is activated and floated. The final concentrates are 
dried and shipped to a smelter for refining while the waste material, mostly gangue, is pumped to a tailings 
pond.  

In the Cu-Pb-flotation in the section C, at the Boliden plant, the flotation process is performed in a tank series 
with 9 tanks. The tanks has a volume of 16 m3. The slurry with the fine grinded ore is inserted in the first 
tank and is then treated in several steps through the tanks to produce a clean concentrate. The steps include: 

• Rougher flotation (tanks 1-5) 
• Scavenger flotation (tanks 6-9) and regrinding 
• Cleaning flotation (smaller tanks in up to 4 repeating stages) 

The froth from the five first rougher tanks is taken directly to a cleaning flotation (four repeating flotation 
stages) and froth from the next four scavenger tanks is taken to a cyclone where the coarse material is 
regrinded. This flow then goes back to the first rougher tank (see process layout diagram) 

The main part of process section is installed on the same floor or level of the building, covering 
approximately an area of 6 by 40 meters (see Figure 12). The floor is somewhat inclined to assist the flow of 
the slurry down stream the series of tanks. Some of the equipment controlling the section is installed in 
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floors under the section or as far as 50m from the section. The total plant has approximately a size of 80 by 
100 meters and is about 20 meters high. 

Controller
(AC450)

IOIO IO

Instrument Actuator

40m

4-20mA

Fieldbus

6m

 

Figure 12: The flotation section consists of 9 tanks in a series 

the section is controlled by an AC450 controller executing the control loops  

The overall control goal of the section is to maximize the yield of the valuable minerals into ore concentrate 
from the flotation process. The control is based on several measurements and control actions. The measured 
entities include: 

1. Conductivity 
2. Air flow 
3. Elemental grades by on-line X-ray analysis 
4. Water flow 
5. Ph measurements 
6. Tank levels 
7. (Froth analysis – image processing) 

Control actions include: 

1. Air valves  
2. Water pumps 
3. Introduction of reagents (valves) based on mineral grades from on-line X-ray analyses. Reagent 

concentrations are too low to be measured in the slurry. The reagents are: 
a.  frother - to create bubbles  
b.  activators - to modify the mineral surface properties 
c.  collectors - to make the mineral surface hydrophobic 

The section hence for example includes the following control loops: 

• Level control  
• (Pump control, before and after the flotation series) 
• Air and slurry flow control 
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The section is today controlled by a single ABB AC450 controller, which gets input from instruments wired 
with 4-20mA to distributed S800 I/O modules (Analogue inputs, AI). The I/Os communicate with the 
controller over a field bus. The controller actuates the process by pumps and valves connected to the system 
with 4-20mA parallel wiring to distributed S800 I/O modules (Analogue outputs, AO). There are 
approximately 10 sensors with AI and 9 AO actuators valves in the area of 230 m2. There is also one pump 
control and one on-stream element analyser point before and after the series. In addition a considerable 
number of digital inputs and outputs are used for start-ups and shutdown of equipment as well as for safety 
systems. 

The control program of the controller has a loop time of approximately 0.5s - 1s, but the scan time of the I/Os 
is faster and is in range of 20 ms. The details of the process section is shown in the Process & Instrumentation 
diagram in Figure 13.  
 

 

Figure 13: Process & Instrumentation diagram from the Cu-Pb flotation 

This figure also shows the grinding circuit and the cleaning flotation with a total of 13 smaller tanks (4 - 5 
m3). In this figure the colour blue is air flow, green is water flow (too facilitate the flow of froth in the open 
pipes) and brown is chemicals. LI means level indicator and FI means flow indicator. With a C added means 
control loop via a valve. AT is analyser transmitter. 
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The below picture shows the actual site at Boliden: 
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4.1.2 Scenario 2: Hot rolling mill 

The ore concentration scenario presented above is a relatively slow process that may be controlled at second 
if not minute level. A more challenging scenario with control requirements in the ms scale is introduced in 
this subsection.  

The metallurgical process of hot rolling is mainly used to produce strips (formed to coils) or plates. A metal 
slab is passed and deformed between a set of rolls in a mill stand while the temperature of the metal is above 
its recrystallization temperature, as opposed to cold rolling, which takes place below this temperature (see 
Figure 14). This permits large deformations of the metal to be achieved with a low number of rolling cycles. 
Because the metal is worked before crystal structures have formed, this process does not itself affect its 
micro-structural properties. Hot rolling is primarily concerned with manipulating material shape and 
geometry rather than mechanical properties. This is achieved by heating the metal to its upper critical 
temperature and then applying a controlled load which forms the material to a desired thickness. 

Two major methods exist to produce a hot rolled strip: the hot strip mill (HSM) layout and the Steckel mill 
layout. Using the HSM method a set of stands deform the slab in a series to the final thickness. The output of 
the first stand is fed into the second stand and so on. The investment for this type of mill is high and has a 
large foot print. When the requirement for production capacity is lower an alternative can be used, the 
Steckel Mill. In contrast to the HSM, the Steckel method only has one reversing stand, in which the metal is 
deformed by going back and forth through the rolls in the stand an odd number of times.  

 

Figure 14: Conventional plants for hot rolling 

The basic layout of a Steckel mill is shown in Figure 15. The main components include the furnace coilers, 
the drums, the pinch roll units and the mill stand. As the strip is passed through the mill stand, which 
applies the load to the strip, it is wound up on the drums on either side. The strip must at all time try to be 
kept at temperature above recrystallization ( ~1000 C) and the drums are therefore placed within furnaces 
that keep the strip hot. The strip is passed back and forth between the rolls in the mill stand until the desired 
thickness is achieved. The strip then leaves the mill at the exit side. 
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Figure 15: The basic layout of a Steckel mill 

Thickness Control 

The control function of the mill stand is to apply the right force to the material to achieve the right thickness 
of the strip. The principle control system layout is outlined in Figure 16. The control is implemented as a 
cascade control application. The outer loop calculates the desired roll gap position (position of the roll gap 
cylinders) and is usually referred to as automatic gauge control (AGC). The inner loop is then called roll gap 

control (RGC). 

Instrumentation for the AGC varies between different mills. As the metal strip can pass through the mill 
from both directions there are typically two sets of gauges installed.  Minimum there are X-ray thickness 
gauges allowing for a control strategy based on a combination of feed forward and feedback control (cf. 
Figure 16a). The feedback controller is based on a Smith predictor formulation to compensate for the dead 
times incurred by having the thickness gauges approximately 2-3 meters from the centre line of the stand. A 
more expensive solution is to have two laser velocity gauges installed as well, one at each side of the stand. 
This enables faster measurement of the exit thickness based on the fact that the mass flow through the stand 
is constant and the variation in width spread is rather constant (see Figure 16b). The entry thickness is 
transport delayed into the roll gap where the mass flow is calculated with the entry material speed. As the 
exit speed is measured the exit thickness can be calculated immediately after the strip part has passed the 
roll gap and enables a much faster feedback control then a feedback based on the exit thickness measured by 
the thickness gauge. The remaining thickness error due to measurement errors is corrected by a feedback 
monitor.  

The rolling speed varies between passes; slow in the beginning and faster as the strip gets thinner, and may 
be as high as 10 m/s. In order to get a reasonable resolution to achieve the desired performance in the 
thickness control a sampling interval of 10-20 ms is usually needed. 

The RGC manipulates a set of hydraulic cylinders in order to apply the roll force needed to obtain a desired 
roll gap. The actual gap between the work rolls is, however, not measured. Instead the inner loop feedback is 
based on measurement of the position of the piston in the hydraulic actuator. As usual in cascade control the 
inner loop is (and has to be) much faster than the outer loop. In this case a typical sampling interval used is 2 
ms.   
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Figure 16: The principal control structures of a Steckel mills. 

a) Feed Forward- Feed Back AGC b) Mass Flow AGC 

Drive system control 

Another high performance control problem in the hot rolling process is to control the motor speed in the 
drive line which is connected to the working rolls. A block diagram for speed control is depicted in Figure 
17. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Drive system control 

When the metal slab enters into the working rolls, the rolling speed suffers an almost instantaneous drop 
which has to be very quickly compensated for. A simulation of a typical so called impact drop is shown in 
Figure 18. 
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Figure 18 Simulation of impact drop. 

As can be noticed in the simulation the resonance frequency for this drive system is about 10 Hz, i.e. the 
period is ca 0.1 s. To be able to control such a system accurately enough one needs a sampling interval of at 
least 10-20 ms.  

Furthermore the open-loop process is almost integrating, i.e. if a step response is made in the motor torque it 
results (save for resonances) in a linearly increasing motor speed. Hence this is a process where a sudden 
loss of communication occurring with the worst possible timing (right after impact) will need immediate 
counter measures in the controller otherwise the motor may be damaged. 

4.2 Use cases 

The use cases describe the interaction with external actors like human operators and engineers but also 
systems like the distributed control system (DCS). The use cases mainly affect the design of the DPWS 
interface, but also the requirements on programming in terms of well known controller (tuning) parameters 
for engineering and commissioning.  
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4.2.1 Engineering / programming 
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Figure 19:  Engineering use case where an engineering tool needs to interact with the sensors, actuators 

and controller to configure them 
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4.2.2 Installation  
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Figure 20: Installation schematic 
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4.2.3 Commissioning 
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Figure 21: Commissioning schematic 
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4.2.4 Operation 
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Figure 22: Operation schematic 

4.3 Functional requirements 

The functional requirements are extracted from the use cases described in Section 4.2. These requirements 
are the same for Scenario 1 and 2. Non-functional requirements for each scenario are given in 
Section4.4.Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. 
 

Requirement 

Installation of the system must be done without changing the apparatus in the plant.     

Description 

Controller interfaces must be similar to today’s controller. Nodes should be easy to install in the apparatus.  
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Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.3)1.0 A and B  Krister Landernäs 08.22.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

A commissioning tool must be able to measure wireless parameters.    

Description 

The commissioning tool should be able to measure communication parameters such as signal strength, 
number of retransmissions etc. This tool is for internal use and is not a product available for the customer.  

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.3)2.0 A and B  Krister Landernäs 08.22.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

The process engineer must be able to set control parameters.   

Description 

A process engineer should not be required to have detailed knowledge about wireless parameters. These 
should be “hidden” in the system.  

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.3)3.0 A and B  Krister Landernäs 08.22.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

The process engineer must be able to tune the system.   

Description 

A process engineer should be able to tune the performance of the control system. This should be similar to 
how tuning is done in a standard wired controller.   

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.3)4.0 A and B  Krister Landernäs 08.22.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

The process engineer must be able to visually verify operation of the system.   

Description 
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This should be similar to how operation is verified in a standard wired controller.   

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.3)5.0 A and B  Krister Landernäs 08.22.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

The process engineer must be able to verify the performance of the control system.   

Description 

A process engineer should be able to visually see the performance of the control system. This should be 
similar to how it is done in a standard wired controller.  

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.3)6.0 A and B  Krister Landernäs 08.22.2007  

Remarks 

4.4 Non functional requirements 

The non-functional requirements are given in two different domains. The requirements addressing the 
majority of the process control cases of the process industry (domain A) and the requirements of the high 
performance applications (domain B).  

The requirements are defined according to the template introduced in work package 1 deliverable 1.2. Each 
requirement has a title and a short description. The requirement also has a unique identification number. 

4.4.1 Requirements of domain A 

The requirements in this section reflect the first base scenario addressing a process section with moderate 
control requirements. NOTE! THESE ARE DRAFT REQUIREMENTS! 
 

Requirement 

The system must control processes that today are sampled at 0.5s 

Description 

A majority of the processes in a process industry belongs to a class of fairly slow processes. They are today 
controlled by PI(D) loops implemented in DCS controllers (typically a ABB AC800M control) with a 0.5 – 1s 
sampling time. 

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.1)1.0 A  Martin Strand 02.27.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

The system must comply with ISM band regulations 

Description 
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To be able to deploy the system world wide it is important that the system comply with the ISM band 
regulations. 

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.1)2.0 A and B  Martin Strand 02.27.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

The system must handle a node density of 10 nodes per 10 m2 

Description 

A typical process section has a rather scares deployment of instruments and actuators. 

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.1)3.0 A  Martin Strand 02.27.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

The system must control processes that cover an area up to 500 m2.  

Description 

Process installations can be very large covering large areas. 

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.1)4.0 A  Martin Strand 02.27.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

The system must handle inter node distances up to 100m.  

Description 

Process installations can be very large covering large areas. 

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.1)5.0 A  Martin Strand 02.27.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

The system must sustain an outage probability  that is up to 10% 

Description 
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In simple terms, outage probability can be defined as the probability that the desired signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) falls below an appropriate threshold that is determined based on system design 
requirements. [1] 

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.1)6.0 A  Martin Strand 02.27.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

4.4.2 Requirements of domain B 

 

Requirement 

The system must control processes that today are sampled at 10 ms 

Description 

A majority of the processes in a process industry belongs to a class of fairly fast processes. They are today 
controlled by PI(D) loops implemented in DCS controllers (typically a ABB AC800M control) with 
millisecond sampling time. 

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.2)1.0 B  Krister Landernäs 08.22.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

The system must comply with ISM band regulations 

Description 

To be able to deploy the system world wide it is important that the system comply with the ISM band 
regulations. 

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.2)2.0 A and B  Krister Landernäs 08.22.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

The system must handle a node density of 10 nodes per 10 m2 

Description 

A typical process section has a rather scares deployment of instruments and actuators. 

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.2)3.0 B  Krister Landernäs 08.22.2007  

Remarks 
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Requirement 

The system must control processes that cover an area up to 1000 m2.  

Description 

Process installations can be very large covering large areas. 

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.2)4.0 B  Krister Landernäs 08.22.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

The system must handle inter node distances up to 100m.  

Description 

Process installations can be very large covering large areas. 

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.2)5.0 B  Krister Landernäs 08.22.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

Requirement 

The system must sustain an outage probability  that is up to 10% 

Description 

In simple terms, outage probability can be defined as the probability that the desired signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) falls below an appropriate threshold that is determined based on system design 
requirements. [1] 

Req-Id Target domain Relations Author Date  

R(D4.2)6.0 B  Krister Landernäs 08.22.2007  

Remarks 

 
 

4.5 Priorities 

The project will address the requirements domains with the following priorities: 

Priority 1 (highest): Domain A 
Priority 2: Domain B 
Priority 3: Domain A+B 
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5 System architecture 

This section describes the architecture of SOCRADES Device Centric Infrastructure (SDCI). There exist many 
definitions of system architecture. In this document by architecture we mean the fundamental organization of 
our system, embodied in its components, their relationships to each other and the environment, and the 
principles governing its design and evolution.  In this context we by component imply a logical entity 
having a specific role in the system. There is no assumption whether it is implemented in software, 
hardware, or both. The component has a role and performs a function in the system and might provide 
several services as well as require services from other components, which hence enforce relationships 
between the components in the system.  

The objective of the architecture is to provide the foundation for successful development of infrastructure 
and components, so that the system can meet the overall goal of the work package: fault-tolerant control 
over a wireless communication link. The system should perform in environments with high level of 
interference (beyond the level where today’s system fail) and/or address applications that are outside the 
scope of today’s technologies due to the limitations of the wireless link. 

The architecture is based on: 

• State-of-the-art as described in document (D1.1) and complementing information in this document 
(section 3); 

• Requirements on the SDCI as described in (D1.1) as well as complementing requirements and scenarios 
in section 4; 

• Taking a holistic view on control over wireless networks by taking a cross-layer design approach. 

The SDCI architecture should address the following aspects: 

• The service interface, offering high level services to the system; 
• Networked control over wireless sensor and actuator links and networks; 
• Control application engineering and development methods to retain traditional deployment paradigms. 

5.1 Components 

This section defines and describes the components of the SDCI architecture in relation to the objective of the 
system, role of the component and the function it performs.  

The description includes: 

• Role of the component (“Why is it a part of the system? Why is it needed?”); 
• Function of the component (“Which function does it perform?”); 
• Special consideration in respect to the problem description (“What special in respect to wireless and 

networked control?”); 
• Special consideration in respect to the scenarios, use cases and requirements. 

A closed-loop control system requires real-time communication between nodes (sensors, actuators, and 
controllers). However, real-time communication is incompatible with certain services that the system as a 
whole should provide, such as DPWS service interface. The solution is to distinguish between internal 

components of the system and system interface to the environment. The latter can be implemented using a 
gateway to the system, which will handle non-real-time communication with external entities (for example, 
DPWS service over TCP/IP), while communication between the internal nodes should conform to the 
requirements of real-time control application. 

In order to make possible an efficient cross-layer design while preserving generality of the design 
methodology (for it to be applicable to various control applications), it is important to open up the network 
layer for a close integration with the control application. This can be achieved by implementing a basic 
medium access control protocol (not compounded by packet retransmissions, guaranteed packet delivery, or 
other QoS guarantees), with the remaining network functionality implemented in optional add-on modules. 
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Such modules should be configurable for a particular control application and can be freely combined with 
each other. The control application itself will then rely on these add-on modules to provide various services, 
such as QoS, channel estimation, limited packet retransmission, delay prediction, etc. Due to their 
configurability they can be tightly integrated into the control process and adapted to meet the needs of a 
particular application. The media-access layer, on the other hand, can be preserved general enough to be 
used unchanged with various control systems. Thus the internal components of the system will include: 

• Components of the control application proper – sensor, actuator, loop controller, control method 
adaptation (tuner), supervisory control; 

• Optional and configurable network components – channel observer, channel performance controller 
(QoS), predictive channel delay estimator, retransmission module, and possibly other components; 

• Medium access control protocol with time synchronization. 

Besides, a number of system interface components (located at the gateway to the system) should be defined, 
such as DPWS service interface, logger, etc. 

5.1.1 Sensor 

Measures some physical property of the process, e.g. temperature or flow. 

5.1.2 Actuator 

Performs some actuating function on the physical process, e.g. affecting a flow by valves or pumps. 

5.1.3 Loop controller 

Simple or multivariable controller for servo or regulatory control. 

Performs a servo or regulatory control function 

5.1.4 Control method adaptation (Tuner) 

Selects an control method and/or tunes controller parameters based on desired control performance and QoS 
restrictions  

5.1.5 Supervisory control 

Takes supervisory control decisions, make priorities amongst various control functions  

5.1.6 Channel observer 

Channel observer analyzes the incoming (time-stamped) packets and assesses the channel characteristics – 
delay, jitter, bit error rate, packet loss rate, signal-to-noise ratio, transmission rate, resulting available 
bandwidth, etc. It is possible that the channel observer also uses packets not addressed to this particular 
node for channel assessment. The direct observations can be made available to the control application for the 
purpose of adjusting the control algorithm (for example, decreasing the sampling rate if the network is 
overloaded), to the QoS controller for the purpose of improving the overall channel performance or 
guaranteeing an “emergency level” of service, to predictive channel delay estimator for the purpose of 
predicting a future delay in communication over the wireless network, etc. 

Which characteristics are of interest to a particular application should be configured at the time of the 
development of the application; therefore it is important to produce a prototype module than can be adapted 
to various needs of future applications. 

5.1.7 Channel performance (QoS) controller module 

QoS controller can modify the communication channel itself (at the radio level, for example, by adjusting the 
transmission power, the modulation technique, the frequency band(s), the frequency hopping scheme; or at 
the network protocol level, for example, by adjusting the error-correcting code used) or signal to the control 
method adaptation component that the behaviour of the control application has to be changed (for example, 
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by somehow reducing the data flow) in order to preserve reliability and predictability of the network. In 
doing so the QoS controller can guarantee a certain level of services, or, in the worst case, signal that 
achieving the required level of service quality has become untenable in current conditions (e.g., due to an 
extremely high interference from an external source). The QoS controller can also tune in the priorities 
assigned to different classes of packets (depending on their function), reserve a part of the available 
bandwidth for emergency and control services, etc. 

The input to the QoS controller is always channel assessment data from the channel observer, a history of 
which together with a model of channel behaviour can be used to arrive at conclusions spanning longer 
periods of time and stretching to a certain extent into the future. 

Note also that QoS requirements are typically set by the control application, and may be changed 
dynamically while the system is in operation. 

5.1.8 Predictive channel delay estimator module 

One of the biggest problems for control over wireless networks is the presence of jitter (variable delay) in 
communication between the controller and the actuator. This can be partly addressed by introducing 
additional local intelligence at the actuator node and by developing less jitter-sensitive control algorithms, 
but the key to the problem lies in the ability to predict future communication delays based on channel 
observation and on a certain model of channel behaviour. This task should be performed by a special 
module, receiving its input data from the channel observer and producing a prediction of oncoming delay in 
packet transmission to be used by the control algorithm. Note that this prediction must be available to the 
controller in real time.  

5.1.9 Retransmission module 

Many network protocols offer a “reliable service” by detecting packet losses and retransmitting lost 
packages. This, however, results in unpredictable and hidden delays in packet delivery, which is 
unacceptable for control applications. Removing the retransmission totally from the MAC protocol exposes 
the actual behaviour of the system, but in some cases limited retransmission on a packed-based basis is 
required. Offering this service to the control application while preserving the real-time properties of the 
channel requires introduction of a special module that will handle retransmissions of individual packets 
during a limited time frame. This, however, should never be used indiscriminately for all packets. 

5.1.10 Medium access control (MAC) protocol 

The responsibility of a MAC protocol is interfacing to the physical layer and providing the services of 
addressing nodes, controlling nodes’ access to the radio channel, and sending and receiving packets over the 
channel. For real-time networked control, the packet transmission should be predictable and time-bound; 
hence the protocol must report an error and abandon sending of a packet if it could not be sent within a 
specified (limited) time interval. In the case of a wireless network spanning a larger area than can be covered 
by a direct transmission from sender to receiver, some forwarding scheme must be established. The medium 
access protocol should also support (externally set) priority classes of packets, which is necessary for the 
system to be able to provide QoS guarantees. 

A great number of media access protocols have been developed over the years, including protocols for 
wireless networks (e.g., CSMA/CA, ALOHA, TDMA, CDMA, OFDMA). They differ in their reliability and in 
the offered functionality, and new protocols can be developed to meet specific requirements. For SDCI, a 
MAC protocol must be designed to handle a high level of interference while providing QoS guarantees for 
real-time control applications. 

5.1.11 Time synchronization 

Accurate time synchronization is necessary for channel estimation (delay and jitter can only be estimated on 
the basis of availability of timestamps for sensor data, packet transmission and arrival time), as well as for 
correct operation of the controller itself. Typically, synchronization with an external world clock is not 
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required; it is sufficient to have a system-wide synchronization covering all nodes that communicate in real 
time. Moreover, it is permissible to allow clocks at individual nodes to drift and to have different rates, as 
long as some system is in place that allows for a correct interpretation of the sender’s timestamp by the 
receiving node. 

Time synchronization is usually not an issue for wired networks, where the communication delay is 
constant, but it is a serious problem for control over wireless networks. Since it can be assumed that all 
possible control applications would require time synchronization, and since presence of synchronization is a 
pre-requirement for a reliable scheduling of the radio channel (when TDMA or another similar technique is 
used), it seems natural to include time synchronization in the media access protocol. 

5.1.12 DCS system interface 

Provides a DPWS service interface to the DCS 5system. 

 

                                                 
5 DCS = Distributed Control System. The ABB 800xA system is a DCS 
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5.2 Architecture views 

System architecture can be viewed from several different view points reflecting different aspects of the 
system. The views include: 

• logical relationship between the components; 
• functional view of the system; 
• possible deployment of the components; 
• software implementation aspects 

5.2.1 Logical relationship view  

The logical view describes the logical relationship between the components. The interconnections between the 

components are so that the system can achieve its goal.  
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Figure 23: Logical relationship view of the system 
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5.3 Functional view of the system 

On top of this standard network layer additional modules can be designed to suit the demands of a 
particular control application. Examples of such modules include a channel observer (judging the quality of 
the network link and reporting it), a channel controller (capable of influencing the performance of the 
channel by adjusting communication parameters), a predictive network delay estimator (providing the 
controller with an estimation of the communication delay from the controller to the actuator), a QoS 
controller (capable of adjusting the behaviour of the communicating modules as well as of the control 
application), a limited re-transmission module, etc. Some of these modules are included in the scheme 
below. 

 

Figure 24: Functional view of the system 
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5.4 Deployment view of the system 

Deployment view shows how components may be deployed in terms of hardware nodes. The example 
below illustrates one possible deployment scenario; another option is co-location of controller and actuator. 
Besides, add-on modules can be added to different nodes depending on the application. 

 

Figure 25: Deployment view of the system 
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5.5 Software implementation aspects 

With MAC protocol only providing basic addressing, routing, and send-receive functionality, other network 
functions required by a control application are offered by optional configurable modules.  

The MAC protocol interfaces with the physical network layer, and the control application interfaces via a 
gateway’s DPWS services with the environment. 

 

Figure 26: “Tiers” of software 
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6 Design methodology and design and simulation envi ronment 

Developing a design methodology and tools for specification, verification and validation for distributed 
control systems is indeed a challenging task, raising research questions in various disciplines: computer 
science, computer engineering, and control theory. To bring these disciplines together, we propose the 
development of a framework (specification, verification, and validation), based on the high-level modelling 
paradigm of Timber [69]. Some engineering aspects of Timber are further elaborated in [70]. 

6.1 Background 

6.1.1 Artemis 

Based on the Artemis SRA [74] and the report from the design methodology and tool expert group work [78] 
it is clear that design methodologies and tools for real time embedded system need major improvements. 
This is true both on a per problem base and probably more important on integration between tools enabling 
a robust and effective design methodology based on model and formal approaches. 

The expert report [75] contains a comprehensive description of desired design flows and required tool 
support, with details on expected improvement for the coming five years. For SOCRADES the chapter on 
"Design, Implementation & Verification Tools" is of special interest. Here state of the art and proposed 
improvements are well described. 

6.1.2 Artist 

The EU-IST-founded Artist Network of Excellence (see [76] and [77]), has the strategic objective to 
strengthen European research in Embedded Systems Design, and promote the emergence of this new multi-
disciplinary area. They conclude: 

“Control systems design has traditionally been treated separately from the design of its software and 
hardware implementation. The increasing use of embedded control in for example distributed, safety critical 
and mass-produced systems has caused an increasing need for the simultaneous consideration of the control 
system and its implementation platform during development. To this end, there is a need for both theoretical 
contributions and supporting tools that assist designers in understanding and analyzing the intricate 
relationships between the qualities, such as control performance, robustness and cost, and design parameters 
related to control system and platform design.” and in particular,  

“System stability has an unclear meaning, and the whole issue of how to write controllable and observable 
software systems is still largely unexplored.” 

To address these fundamental challenges a number of research clusters within Artist have been defined, 
namely: 

• Real-Time Components. To express and validate system requirements, an abstract model of the system, 
representing the services provided, as well as system interaction with its environment, needs to be built. 
Given the complexity of the systems to be modelled, a methodology and its accompanying technology 
are required allowing reuse of existing components.   

• Adaptive Real-Time. This is a more recent approach to embedded systems design, where temporal 
constraints can be relaxed, which allows optimized use of resources. 

• Compilers and Timing Analysis. In modern microprocessor architectures caches and pipelines are key 
features for improving performance. Unfortunately, they make the analysis of execution behaviour of 
instructions very difficult since this behaviour now depends on the execution history. 

• Execution Platforms. Research in Execution Platforms targets development of theoretical and practical 
tools for modelling dynamic behaviour of application software for a given platform.  
• Control for Embedded Systems. Embedded systems are deployed in the real world, and are often 

reactive to it. This interaction with the environment is intrinsic to the service provided. The focus of 
the research in the Control for Embedded Systems cluster is implementation-related real-time issues 
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for networked embedded control systems and control of real-time computing and communications 
systems. 

• Testing and Verification. This is transversal topic, which interacts with all the other topics in 
embedded systems design. It aims to ensure that the different design steps meet given properties, as 
well as the overall correctness of the implementation. This is a very active research topic, with 
results at different levels of the design process. 

Clearly, on designing wireless control systems, (which are by nature networked embedded), all of the above 
mentioned research clusters apply. Each cluster is by itself a research discipline, for which state of the art 
coverage is beyond the scope of this document; hence for further reading we refer the reader to the 
documents found through the Artist home page [77])  

The Artist “control for embedded systems cluster” has made a state of the art survey of existing tools, as 
summarized in the following. Heterogeneous system modelling tools such as Ptolemy II ([78]) and 
Metropolis ([79]) are able to support co-design, but are identified as being typically weak at representing 
continuous-time plant dynamics. Scheduling simulators that have been extended with support for 
simulation of continuous dynamics (such as RTSIM [80]), are found not to support simulation of networks. 
Network simulators, such as ns-2 ([81]), that have been extended with support for continuous-time 
dynamics, are not well suited for simulation of real-time kernels. Software emulators such as, for example, 
Simics ([82]), are able to emulate the behavior of a real-time kernel. However, these types of tools are not 
intended for simulation of the continuous plant dynamics.  

Focusing in on design of simulation and co-design of embedded systems control systems, the Artist survey 
([89]) compares a number of tools for design of embedded control systems, namely; 

• Jitterbug [83] and TrueTime [84] Matlab based toolboxes, from the Department of Automatic Control at 
Lund University, Sweden,  

• AIDA [85] and XILO [86] from the Department of Machine Design at the Royal Institute of Technology, 
Sweden,  

• Ptolemy II [78] from the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences at Berkeley, 
California,  

• RTSIM [80] from the RETIS Laboratory, Pisa, Italy, and  

• Syndex [87] and Orccad [88] from INRIA, France. 

Their (the Artist control for embedded systems cluster’s) conclusion is that there exists a variety of tools 
from different categories, but few of them can handle all the aspects that are of interest for networked 
embedded control systems.  

Other work originating from automotive industry [90] and [91] comes to similar conclusions; stating the 
need for co-design by (multi-paradigm) modelling, co-simulation and executable models.  

6.2 Specification 

Timber adopts reactive paradigm proven successful to hardware description languages (such as Verilog and 
VHDL), and offers abstractions of modern functional programming languages, e.g., higher order functions, 
type inference and objects. Timber allows timely behaviour to be straightforwardly expressed directly in the 
model, as “permissible” time windows for reactions to events. As formalism, Timber fundamentally stands 
out as the timely behaviour is integral to the functional specification, not external as loosely coupled meta-
information, as commonly seen (e.g. Rational Rose-RT [70] / UML-RT, ROOM). This explicit coupling 
provides an unambiguous definition of timing and functionality throughout the design process, e.g. formal 
schedulability analysis vs. actual scheduling of derived executable models. 
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6.3 Verification 

Timber provides an abstraction well suited to describe digital systems, software functionality, and all sorts of 
artefacts that can be seen as event driven. However, in order to model such systems in integration with the 
physical environment (which by nature is continuous) it is instrumental to investigate how continuous 
(differential equation-based) models, and discrete models can be brought together with event-based 
paradigm of Timber. First steps in this direction have been made, allowing for co-simulation of Timber 
models with sampled continuous models under the framework of Matlab/Simulink (see Figures 1, 2 and 3). 
The system behaviour (e.g. deviation from set point) can be observed under given reaction timing 
distributions (within the permissible timing windows defined by the specification). This helps in the design 
of robust control applications, as timing imperfections can be accurately modelled and accounted for.  

However, co-simulation is only a first step towards fundamental understanding on the complex relation 
between timing and control quality (JitterBug). Formal methods that guarantee control performance of 
complex systems under timing imperfections are yet to be seen.   

As mentioned, the observed behaviour during simulation expresses “permissible” timing defined by the 
Timber models. Hence, during the design phase we assume that execution of Timber models will meet the 
timing requirements of the specification. This leaves us with a separate question, namely if execution on a 
specific hardware platform will meet the timing requirements. Traditionally, this requires excessive testing 
(by HIL or on the physical system). However, Timber semantics is defined to underpin formal methods for 
verification (such as schedulability [71] and resource analysis), which could be exploited to reduce or even 
circumvent these time consuming and costly testing activities.  

6.4 Validation 

For a given target architecture, Timber specifications can be compiled into a subset of C, supported by e.g. 
the gcc tool suit. The resulting C code is compiled and linked with the Timber run-time kernel (which 
implements messaging, real-time garbage collection and scheduling mechanisms). For a bare-chip target, the 
executable image will not rely on any additional libraries; hence the system is under full control of the 
Timber kernel. 

 

Figure 27: From Timber specification to executable code 
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Figure 28: Timber co-design framework, with Simulink/Matlab user GUI 
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